The EU is struggling to cope with the so-called “migration crisis” that has emerged over the past few years. Designing the right policies to address immigration requires a deep understanding of its root causes. Why do Africans decide to leave their home countries? While the dream of a better life in Europe is likely part of the explanation, one also needs to examine the prevailing living conditions in the large and heterogeneous sub-Saharan region. This Report investigates the actual role of political, economic, demographic and environmental drivers in current migration flows. It offers a comprehensive picture of major migration motives as well as of key trends. Attention is also devoted to the role of climate change in promoting migration and to intra-continental mobility (two-thirds of sub-Saharan migrant flows start and end within the region). Two country studies on Eritrea and Nigeria are also included to get a closer sense of local developments behind large-scale migration to Europe.
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Migration from Africa commonly evokes the picture of a continent fleeing from its evils towards the European Eldorado. Such alarmist representations of an African mass exodus, fuelled by the media and policy makers alike, are actually quite far from the real dynamics of African migration. In Europe, notably in the traditional destination countries, since the 1970s migration has turned into a politicised topic, increasingly leading to more restrictive migration policies, but it is only in the past few years that it has sparked off a crisis throughout the whole continent. The EU and its member states have failed to look below the surface of migration flows as they have repeatedly preferred to turn a blind eye to their root causes. Against this backdrop, this ISPI Report investigates why some Africans decide to leave their countries and how they do it, also with a view to challenging stereotyped perceptions. For this purpose, the experts brought together in this volume help reveal the hidden side of African migration, delving into its drivers, trends and effects. Contrary to popular perceptions, their findings suggest that, far from being exceptional, the size and destinations of African migration are impressively similar to global migratory patterns. In other words, African migrants too, when crossing an international border, are more likely to move to neighbouring countries within their African sub-region than elsewhere, because of the higher costs of moving over longer distances. Costs which may ultimately include the loss of their own lives. Actually, if something exceptional has to be found in African migration, it is the striking number of sub-Saharan countries each hosting over two million
displaced people last year: South Sudan, Sudan, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Somalia, and Nigeria.

Migration is a complex and multi-faceted phenomenon. Resorting to easy explanations may appear as a convenient shortcut but ultimately, twists the truth. This complexity is only very rarely reflected in the policy choices adopted by receiving countries. By continuously placing the spotlight on border protection and on how European societies are affected by migration flows, they ultimately produce unintended effects. For instance, restrictive European migration policies have caused migrants to diversify their destination countries and to resort to riskier routes and irregular practices. These policies also have a negative impact on migrants’ decision to return to their home countries: even if they want to, migrants are less likely to leave Europe if they know it will be difficult to eventually come back.

By the same token, the impact of Africa’s recent economic and political transformations has had a complex and – to some extent – unexpected result in terms of African mobility. Contrary to popular belief, a higher level of development – rather than poverty – is a strong driver of African migration, especially over greater distances. Indeed, the spread of new technologies – especially mobile communication as a result of economic growth – as well as political stabilisation in some countries may have increased Africans’ capabilities and aspirations to move. However, this is just another piece of a much bigger picture. Large swathes of the continent are still rife with conflict and repression, and Africa’s growth has hardly been inclusive. And this still remains a crucial driver of migration.

In a nutshell, the rationale behind African migration is much more nuanced. It requires a careful, objective analysis highlighting the complexity of migration dynamics and merging short-term views with long-term prospects. This is ultimately the goal of this ISPI Report. In the first chapter, Giovanni Carbone presents a broad overview of the demographic, economic, political, and environmental developments of contemporary sub-Saharan Africa, and investigates the role these may play in migrants’
decisions to leave their country. Carbone warns against seeing migration only as a response to external conditions such as global inequalities: if that were enough, many more African migrants would be on the move over long distances. Instead, personal circumstances must also be taken into account, moving away from classic approaches (push-pull factors and historical-structural accounts), which downplay the role of personal decisions.

Empirical evidence helps give a clearer picture. This goal is at the core of Marie-Laurence Flahaux’s chapter, in which she analyses macro and micro data on migration to debunk the myths surrounding African migration. Has the number of African migrants been on the rise? And do most of them live outside the continent? In seeking to answer these and other questions, her chapter illustrates the scale and destinations of African migration in recent decades. Her analysis reveals that migration from Africa, in proportion to the total African population, has actually slightly decreased since the 1990s and that, especially with regards to sub-Saharan migration, it has mostly been directed towards other African countries.

Environmental disruptions and climate change are often portrayed by the media as drivers of migration and conflict. Drawing evidence from the Sahel, the “ground zero” for climate change because of its high geographical exposure to tragic environmental events, Sara Vigil explores the multifaceted nexus between climate change and mobility through examples of periodic droughts and seasonal floods. Rather than as the root cause, climate change is presented as a threat multiplier and a supplementary stress factor compounding already difficult realities: weak governance, limited infrastructure and political instability are just some of the socio-political frameworks that influence the effects of climate change on people’s propensity to migrate.

Flahaux’s findings in chapter 2 are supported by Blessing Mberu and Estelle Sidze’s analysis in chapter 4, in which the authors also attempt to explain why most sub-Saharan African migrants remain in Africa. They question the claim that African migrants move out of Africa to chase better socio-economic
opportunities. Quite the opposite: historical trends show that sub-Saharan Africans, especially those hailing from western and southern Africa, have long been involved in labour migration within their regions. So, far from being pushed by dire situations of environmental, demographic or underdevelopment pressures, many voluntarily decide to resettle in neighbouring countries. Besides this, the authors also investigate the relatively recent trend of sub-Saharan migration towards MENA countries as temporary or final destinations.

Shifting to country-specific analyses, the last two chapters of the Report are devoted to Eritrea and Nigeria, two countries that have made headlines in recent years as top countries of origin in sea arrivals to the EU. Last year Eritreans were the second largest nationality reaching European shores via the central Mediterranean route, yet those arriving in Italy are just a minority of those who flee the country, since most remain in neighbouring states. To devise better migration policies, it is indispensable to understand the motivations and the routes of Eritrean flight, and in chapter 5 Nicole Hirt seeks to explain how Eritrea, once a “beacon of hope”, after much-awaited independence eventually became a harsh autocracy characterised by a command economy, a militarised society, and a mandatory open-ended national and military conscription – that turns out to be the major cause of Eritrean migration.

The second case study focuses on Nigeria, Africa’s top sending country to Europe but also Africa’s demographic and economic giant. Considering that its population is growing by 3% annually, the challenges its government will have to face in coming years are serious and should not be understated by international actors. Addressing the key drivers of Nigerian migration, Aderanti Adepoju investigates the migratory pressure posed by the disparity between labour force growth and job creation, which ended up creating “jobless growth”. He identifies this as the major migration determinant, but still acknowledges that also conflicts, poverty, and human deprivation need to be factored in.
Finally, the editor sums up the volume’s main findings and draws some policy recommendations for Europe. Throughout the Report, several authors showed how restrictive migration policies aimed at better patrolling the EU’s external borders have not solved the issue of migration from Africa, instead generating unintended consequences. Likewise controversial are Western proposals suggesting that higher economic development in sending countries would reduce migration flows. In fact, some chapters have discussed how more economic resources available to would-be African migrants might actually make migration more affordable to a bigger portion of them, at least in the short-to-medium term. Finally, to contain climate-induced migration, instead of focusing only on the climate-change threat itself, it has been stressed that policies should also address the pre-existing political and economic vulnerabilities that amplify climate-related effects.

So, why do people migrate in and from Africa? As this volume shows, the reality is more nuanced than what common media reporting depicts. This Report joins new studies in demystifying such common assumptions on African migration. All the authors agree on the fact that African migration will not be disappearing any time soon. But far from being the hopeless continent, such a diverse region deserves more consideration now that, at a time of crisis, only a deeper understanding of the political and socio-economic conditions affecting sub-Saharan people in their home countries can inform better migration policies in Europe. That might require much effort and time but, as a Sudanese proverb goes, “patience is the key which solves all problems”.

Paolo Magri
*ISPI Executive Vice President and Director*
1. Between a Rock and a Hard Place: Why Africans Migrate

Giovanni Carbone

Beyond the Mediterranean, south of the Sahara

A kind of short-sightedness seems to dominate European perceptions of international migration. National governments and publics peer over the horizon to monitor the infringement of the land and maritime frontiers of the European Union by migrants nearing the continent by boat, by walking on foot or by some other means. The migrants’ often-dramatic journeys are observed with a primary focus on how and whether they will actually enter the EU, requiring some direct responses and interventions. This, in turn, is followed by concerns about how to manage asylum-seekers and economic immigrants who want to cross further national borders within the EU, how to deal with their presence in European host societies, and how to possibly favour their return home. In the process, our gaze only rarely goes much beyond the southern edges of the Mediterranean Sea.

Yet, since a substantial share of migrants to the EU hails from sub-Saharan Africa, the story of what lies behind contemporary migration is – to a large extent – to be found in the region. A more complete understanding of the root causes and immediate

---

1 Migration scholarship itself is affected by a similar “receiving-country bias – the tendency of migration studies to focus on the consequences of immigration in wealthy, migrant receiving societies, and to ignore the causes and consequences of migration in origin countries” (S. Castles, H. De Haas, M.J. Miller, The Age of Migration. International Population Movements in the Modern World, Basingstoke, Palgrave, 2014, p. 26).
triggers of migration thus requires us to look further than we are used to, and to inquire into both the particular contexts and the shared processes that characterise the migrants’ places of origin. What type of economic, political or social situations are these people trying to leave behind – maybe even flee – in their home countries, if any? In seeking to answer these questions, the volume illustrates and disentangles the impact of certain conditions that are specific to national or even sub-national realities (see, for example, Nicole Hirt’s chapter on Eritrea and the role that an open-ended military and national service plays in encouraging clandestine emigration) from that of broader and common phenomena shaping reality across state borders (as, for example, with regard to climate change and migration in the Sahel sub-region, discussed in Sara Vigil’s chapter).

Understanding migration

Migration is widely recognised as a complex phenomenon that cannot be easily reduced to any single factor, but rather results from multiple, overlapping and shifting motives. The common understanding that international migrants essentially respond to global inequalities and geographical differences in wealth, freedom and wellbeing is a helpful but limited starting point, as it cannot explain, for example, “why do so few people migrate”2 – 244 million in 2015, or just about 3.3% of the world population – nor the reasons why this percentage stayed relatively unchanged for at least the past half-century (the figure was 2.4% in 1960 and 2.1% in 1980)3. Besides economic and political conditions in origin and destination countries, and existing national

and international policies, any sound inquiry into this subject must account for the crucial role that a migrant’s personal circumstances, and the family and social networks he or she relates to, play in a decision to move that cannot be reduced to a semi-automatic response to external conditions.

One classic if simplistic way of framing the various explanatory factors that are presumed to lead to migration is to distinguish between a macro, a meso and a micro level. Macro-level causes are structural drivers that, in principle, indistinctly affect each and every potential migrant. A country’s demographics, its geographic location and climatic events, economic wealth and performance, established political arrangements and security issues, and migration policies – both with regard to origin as well as to transit and destination countries – all fall into this category. On the opposite side, micro-level conditions include both the long list of an individual’s personal features (age, gender, health, language, ethnicity, etc.) as well as the resources available to him or her (notably, finances and skills, including education). In between the two, a less obvious meso-level category accounts for those elements connecting the individual with the broader society, such as an extended family group, ethnic, religious or regional communities, and wider social networks, comprising those powered by internet and the new social media. It is well-documented, for example, that migrant networks connecting “migrants, former migrants, and non-migrants in origin and destination areas through bonds of kinship, friendship, and shared community origin … decrease the economic, social and psychological costs of migration”, thus favouring the probability that a specific person will embark on the journey as well as affecting how the latter unfolds.

Yet how exactly one or more of the abovementioned factors actually lead to migration requires a specific causal story, that is,

---


a theoretical explanation. And there is no lack of such accounts\(^6\). In a rather deterministic way, “push-pull” or “gravity” approaches look at international migration as a response to the wide differences in the demographic structure and economic opportunities of individual countries, towards a functional equilibrium. Asymmetric relations between economically advanced and poor countries are also at the basis of a second set of explanations – at times referred to as historical-structural – but in this case the emphasis lies on the uneven and exploitative nature of (mostly labour) migration under global capitalism. Human migration, however, is hardly the kind of rational, passive and smooth response to external conditions that both push-pull and historical-structural accounts would posit. Ultimately, an individual chooses to migrate, and this may have to do more – or at least also – with his or her perceptions, aspirations and resources, with risk-sharing and diversification strategies within the family, or with the established mobility patterns of the cultural or regional community he or she belongs to. Recent versions of migration transition theories\(^7\) try to incorporate the role of an individual’s decisions within a macro-level approach. The central tenet is that migration is essentially “an intrinsic part of broader processes of social change, usually embodied in the concept of ‘development’”\(^8\), and unfolds in a non-linear way. As societies develop and transform, increased awareness, aspirations and assets make individuals more likely to decide to migrate. But the process also leads to a point where, once a country achieves a certain level of development, the balance between emigration and immigration shifts, with the former declining while the latter increases.

In their efforts to explain mobility, migration studies made several common or common-sense assumptions much more

---

\(^6\) This section is mainly based on S. Castles, H. De Haas, M.J. Miller (2014), pp. 25-54.


\(^8\) H. De Haas (2010), p. 3.
problematic than they at first appear. Far from being a modern phenomenon, migration is found across ages and societies (with a peak of intensity during the XIX century). As a matter of fact, asking why, today, so many people move may not even be the right question: in a global world that is otherwise characterised by freedom of movement – can we imagine a situation in which only 3% of supermarket products, television programmes, websites or books come from abroad? – the share of migrants over the world population actually looks abnormally low⁹. Also, there is now widespread consensus that the same individual may have different motivations for leaving his or her country, that these motives may change over time and often blur the distinction between economic migrants and refugees. Contrary to popular perceptions, it is not the poorest and the destitute that depart their home places to try and reach more advanced nations, since some basic financial resources and skills are necessary to afford long-distance mobility¹⁰. Most migrants typically remain within the world region they were born in¹¹. For the same reason, climate and environmental changes per se are likely not enough to ignite very large extra-continental migration flows, as feared by some. Global inequalities may be less relevant than migration networks and a “culture of migration” in shaping patterns of international migration and making them self-perpetuating processes. The very notion that promoting aid, investment, trade and other forms of exchange between countries of destination and countries of origin can help contain people’s movements may be misplaced, as closer links may turn out to actually foster the volume of migration. Finally, in spite of mounting anti-immigration fears across a number of Western countries, there is

increasing evidence of a positive economic impact of migration in receiving economies\textsuperscript{12}.

\textbf{Does “Africa on the move” mean “Africans on the move”?}

Ever since sub-Saharan countries gained independence back in the 1960s, the region has consistently remained the poorest in the world bar Southern Asia. With a US$3,922 per capita income at purchasing-power parity in 2016\textsuperscript{13}, the area has long been synonymous with development failure: a stagnating region with few signs of change and little prospects of advancement. The peak of disappointment was the “lost decade” of the 1980s and early 1990s, when “devastatingly bad economic performance” led to a visible decline in living standards\textsuperscript{14}. By the end of the century, per capita income was at the same level it was in the early 1960s\textsuperscript{15}.

Since around the mid-1990s and then the early 2000s, however, sub-Saharan Africa began to witness quite substantial progress. More optimistic – and at times over-optimistic – assessments made their appearance and rapidly multiplied as if by contagion. By then, many observers deemed Africa “on the move”, “fast-changing”, “in transformation”, or “rising”. While the occasionally hyperbolic accounts risked hiding the extent to which many things remained just as they were – including the lifestyles, resources and vulnerabilities of many remote rural areas, as the current hunger crisis in East Africa reminds us all too clearly – sub-Saharan societies did see the emergence of new dynamics and important progress. Besides the latter, long-term ongoing processes also continued to unfold, implying additional, if more

\textsuperscript{12} K. Koser (2016), p. 97.

\textsuperscript{13} International Monetary Fund, \textit{World Economic Outlook Database}, April 2017 (accessed on 24 July 2017).


\textsuperscript{15} International Monetary Fund (2017), accessed on 24 July 2017.
gradual, changes. Some of the key transformations underway in recent years include massive demographic expansion, remarkable economic performances, technological innovations, social improvements, political renewals, and environmental change. What have been the main implications – if any – for African mobility?

With extraordinarily high population growth rates, the number of Africans south of the Sahara doubled from 493 million in 1990 to almost 1 billion in 2015, or a 96% increase (by way of comparison, Asians grew by “only” 37% over the same period). The region is expected to double yet again by 2050 (reaching 2.2 billion people) and then by 2100 (4 billion), driving the world’s population dynamics and approaching the size of Asia\(^\text{16}\). The trend towards strong demographic expansion is the result of the “striking contrast” between rapid health improvements – leading to sharp declines in mortality rates, particularly for children – and a slow reduction in fertility rates\(^\text{17}\). With an astounding average of 7.6 children per woman – the world’s highest fertility rate – the population of Niger will more than triple from today’s 20 million to almost 70 million in 2050. A medium-sized country such as Uganda, which was inhabited by just 5 million people in 1950, will have 214 million at the end of this century. Since sub-Saharan Africa has historically displayed comparatively low levels of population density, however, it only overtook Europe in recent years and remains far behind Asia (i.e. 44 versus 142 inhabitants per square kilometre in 2015).

The massive expansion of youth cohorts and the clash between their economic expectations and lack of employment opportunities in their home countries is one of the most-frequently cited motives behind migration flows towards Europe. In principle, however, the possibility exists of turning Africa’s

---


expanding working-age population into an asset for economic and social development, as opposed to a Malthusian burden and a source of competition and challenging tensions for land, jobs, public services, etc. As shown by a number of successful Asian countries, a so-called demographic dividend “becomes possible when fertility declines sufficiently to increase the number of the working-age population relative to the rest of the population and to reduce the investments needed to care for children (an improvement in the dependency ratios)”\(^\text{18}\). The dividend period is estimated to last some five decades or more, until reduced fertility diminishes the rate of expansion of a labour force that has to care for an ever-growing elderly population\(^\text{19}\). Indulging in the hope of reaping the benefits of massive population growth, the former head of the African Union Commission, Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, established a direct link with migration when, at the 2014 EU-AU summit, she observed that “Africa could be the only continent with a young labour force by 2050. If we concentrate on skilling-up our people, they will not have to come [into Europe] through Lampedusa or the desert … and [more will stay at home, where they] will drive development in Africa”\(^\text{20}\).

Economic change south of the Sahara has already been kick-started. Many economies in the area achieved a string of impressive growth results over the first decade and a half of the XXI century. The region as a whole accelerated its pace from the meagre 2% yearly average GDP increases of the 1990s to a much more substantial 5.6% in 2000-2014\(^\text{21}\). In spite of the turmoil and disappointment that prevailed in markets such as Côte d’Ivoire or Zimbabwe for the better part of the period, several other countries experienced a period of unprecedented economic progress, including the likes of Nigeria, Angola, Ethiopia, 

---

18 Ibid.
20 “Some partners are more equal than others”, Africa Confidential, vol. 55, no. 7, 4 April 2014.
21 International Monetary Fund (2017), accessed on 2 June 2017.
Rwanda, Mozambique, Sierra Leone and Chad. In a number of cases, oil and mineral exports undeniably played a key role. But if these were the only explanation, neither Ethiopia, nor Rwanda nor Mozambique would ever be counted among the brightest performers in the region. The continent’s economic recovery was sustained by additional factors (particularly, sounder macroeconomic management, reformed political arrangements, and rising levels of international aid) and cut across many sectors. After a long period of decline in the key agricultural sector, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, a revival began to take shape in the 1990s, leading to 4.6% average yearly growth rates for the sector in 2002-2010 and an even higher 5.2% in 2011-2015. This new scenario, observed across all major sub-regions, turned “the past 15 years ... [into] the longest period of sustained economic and agricultural growth since independence”.

Economic growth was accompanied by an impressive spread of new technologies, which was all the more revolutionary in Africa since it permitted addressing some infrastructural bottlenecks (of which there are still plenty on the continent). Thus, for example, Africans quickly embraced mobile phones to leapfrog the development of historically dysfunctional landline networks. This, in turn, fed into the pioneering use of mobile money, also a way around the lack of a specific kind of physical infrastructure, namely local bank branches. These new channels of information, communication and exchange have been highly consequential for would-be as much as for actual migrants. Some observers have pointed out that recent transformations help explain the growing numbers of emigrants from the region, as they “increased young Africans’ capabilities and aspirations to migrate”.

---


But to what extent did economic growth actually matter for potential migrants in the region? As the economic recovery stabilised a decade or so ago, concerns began to focus on the extent to which ordinary Africans were actually benefitting from their countries’ remarkable performances. This was also a time when rising global inequalities were increasingly coming under the spotlight. In Africa, the pace of economic growth was good, but was its distribution? While social indicators did show improvements virtually across the board, including a slow decline of poverty levels (see below), there appeared to be little progress by way of expanding employment opportunities. Africa’s growth was largely “jobless” — as stressed, for example, by Aderanti Adepoju’s chapter on Nigeria in this Report — hardly the kind of “inclusive growth” that the new development jargon increasingly demanded, that is, “growth that the poor and disadvantaged share in.” Moreover, as this debate started to kick in, several key markets on the continent were hit by the economic downturn that began in late 2014, including 185-million-people and Africa’s largest oil-producer Nigeria, but also South Africa and Angola, among others. As a result, the growth picture in the region has become significantly more nuanced and diversified than it used to be some five or ten years ago, with certain countries

---


still showing strong performances and prospects – including Ethiopia, Tanzania, Côte d’Ivoire or Kenya – and others slipping into an area of slower growth and even stagnation (Figure 1).

In the case of contemporary Africa, the broader issue of whether the net effect of development is to increase migration (particularly in the medium- and short-term) or to reduce it (mostly in the long-term) is thus further complicated by both the ups and downs of growth – with increasingly divergent trajectories potentially affecting intra-continental migration patterns – as well as by the latter’s nature, namely whether “growth without jobs” matters at all, that is, whether or the extent to which growth of this nature can produce the kind of impact that “development” purportedly generates by expanding available resources.

Had the nature of Africa’s growth been different, the extent and depth of poverty across the continent would have been affected in a much more substantial way. Africa was the only developing region to fail the target of halving extreme poverty set by the Millennium Development Goals. Contrary to the “lost decade”, the past twenty years were not wasted. Poverty south of the Sahara did decline from a peak of 57% in 1999 to 41% in 2013, and possibly even more than that\textsuperscript{26}. But, as mentioned, the fall was not as fast as it was hoped. Moreover, due to population increases, the actual number of poor went up by about 100 million: from 288 million in 1990 to 389 million in 2012, with rural and chronic poverty remaining particularly pervasive. The uphill struggle for socio-economic inclusion is also revealed by the proportion of Africans with access to electricity, a figure that almost doubled from 19.2% in 1991 to 37.4% in 2014\textsuperscript{27}, but remains well below the modest target of covering half of the continent’s population.

\textsuperscript{26} World Bank, \textit{World Development Indicators}, Databank (accessed on 28 July 2017).

\textsuperscript{27} World Bank, \textit{World Development Indicators}... cit., (accessed on 25 July 2017).
Political violence, dictatorial rule and discrimination can also be important drivers of migration. The political landscape of 2017 sub-Saharan Africa is vastly different from pre-1990 politics. A number of states have gradually become more stable – both a condition for and a consequence of economic development – and governments were democratised to an unprecedented degree. Up until the late 1980s, political normalcy consisted of repressive military rule or largely uncompetitive politics. For an overview, see N. Cheeseman, *Democracy in Africa*, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2015.
one-party regimes. A tide of reforms was then rapidly ushered in across the region. In spite of the limits of the initial reforms, and of the many setbacks that followed, elections contested by multiple parties and candidates are now an accepted standard, and most countries allow a substantial degree of freedom for opposition politics and media outlets. Recent progress includes a historic election in Nigeria, in 2015, where the opposition was for the first time able to oust an incumbent President\textsuperscript{29}. In 2016, the longstanding authoritarian ruler of the Gambia was surprisingly defeated at the polls, while the sitting Gabonese President only marginally avoided a similar fate. In early 2017, Somalia held a restricted election that nevertheless had significant potential for the process of rebuilding the state. Later in the year, Kenya had to abide by an unprecedented Supreme Court ruling that demanded a re-casting of the presidential vote, whose result had been contested by the opposition.

But contentious politics, conflict and repression still feature prominently in many corners of the continent. Instability in neighbouring countries made Uganda the fifth top refugee-receiving country in the world, with 940,800 refugees in 2016, followed by Ethiopia with 791,600 (UNHCR 2017). In South Sudan, the world’s youngest state, a devastating civil war between the ethno-political factions of the President and of the former Vice-President contributed to the famine that was officially declared in early 2017. In Ethiopia, a state of emergency was declared for 10 months following violent unrest in Oromia and other regions, itself the result of a bogus election in which the ruling party and its allies won all parliamentary seats. Neighbouring Eritrea remains one of the most politically-closed and oppressive autocracies in the world. North-eastern Nigeria was profoundly destabilised by the Boko Haram insurgency, which caused some 30,000 deaths and displaced some 2 million people\textsuperscript{30}.


\textsuperscript{30} Data from Council on Foreign Relations, \textit{Nigeria Security Tracker} (accessed on 25 July 2017) and Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre - Norwegian Refugee
These and other political developments are mirrored by the ups and down of migration flows, with the likes of Eritrea, Somalia, Nigeria, South Sudan, Ethiopia or the Gambia listed among the top “sending countries”. In 2016, for example, 12,000 Gambians – out of a total population of just about 2 million people – reached the shores of Italy. Yet, following the surprise electoral ousting of Yahya Jammeh, the dictator who had ruled the country for over two decades and viewed migrants as an unpatriotic and undeserving bunch, Gambians began to feel they had lost their legitimate claim to asylum in Europe, even though most had probably fled poverty rather than persecution.

The 2017 food crisis – and particularly the famine in South Sudan – put the spotlight on the intertwine of political and environmental factors in driving human mobility. The very origin and pace of human migration out of Africa, with the waves of dispersal of *homo sapiens* between around 120,000 and 15,000 years ago, has long been linked to climatic events and environmental change, since the latter deeply affects the availability of resources and thus the “carrying capacity” of a given region (i.e. the human population it can support), shaping human dispersal. Today, the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) defines “environmental migrants” as those “persons or groups of persons who, for reasons of sudden or progressive changes in the environment that adversely affect their lives or living conditions, are obliged to leave their habitual homes, or choose to do so, either temporarily or permanently, and who move either within their country or abroad”. It is the combination of the existing demographic, socio-political and economic

---


vulnerabilities, alongside region-specific geographical features, that makes the sub-Saharan area disproportionately exposed to climate-change events – both sudden-onset events, such as droughts or floods, and slow-onset ones such as desertification or sea-level rise – as Sara Vigil explains clearly in her chapter. For this very reason, whether initiatives such as the Great Green Wall of the Sahara and the Sahel will help contain migration flows or actually make it easier for Africans to afford to move remains an open question.\(^{34}\)

**Conclusion**

International migration is an increasingly complex reality. The task of the analyses contained in this Report and similar works is to contribute to a better-informed understanding of the phenomenon and possibly to a related improvement of public action. The trouble is that much of the public systematically prefers quick and clear-cut representations of the world, rather than more nuanced investigations.

The prevailing narrative on African migration, with its rhetoric and images, is most often stereotyped. As Marie-Laurence Flahaux points out in her chapter, migration is typically reported through alarmist discourses about an African “exodus” or an “invasion” of Europe driven by poverty and wars. In fact, much of this reporting is based on assumptions that new studies are increasingly questioning, and, overall, African migration appears to be less exceptional than it is often thought. From a Western and European perspective, emphasis is often placed on the growing number of Africans – in absolute terms – on the move. But, as Flahaux argues, the number of African emigrants as a share of (a fast-expanding) population is essentially stable. Moreover, most of them “simply” move somewhere else on the continent (see Blessing Mberu and Estelle Sidze’s chapter).

The stereotyped migration narrative builds on a broader, well-established Afro-pessimism as a simplistic view that portrays African development as an overall and intractable failure. This perspective, dominant ever since at least the 1970s (but one may trace its roots much further back\textsuperscript{35}), was only challenged during the past ten to fifteen years — roughly, from the beginning of the new millennium — when an opposite narrative quickly and surprisingly began to gain ground. The “Africa rising” story looked at the continent as the fastest-changing developing area, with unprecedented and sustained economic growth in countries across the region. This was also partly a somewhat stereotyped narrative, and the economic downturn that began in late 2014, with the fall of oil and other commodity prices, led to a scenario in which, as mentioned, national growth prospects are more diversified than they were in previous years.

The barriers between the abovementioned perspectives — the over-pessimistic (as for migration) and the over-optimistic (as for early XXI economic performances) — should be lowered. As much as we should avoid a uniform reading of the different realities across Europe, a grown-up view of contemporary sub-Saharan Africa, a region almost seventy times the size of Germany, is needed. One that looks at it as a land where poverty and conflict are at times on the rise (as with the increasing instability in parts of the Congo-Kinshasa or with the violence of the Fulani militias in the Nigerian middle belt), and may feed into migration flows, but also as a land of growth and dynamism, transformations and opportunities that have recently attracted not just foreign companies and investments, but also immigrants from other countries of the global South (notably from China) and even of the global North (as in the case of Portuguese migrants to Angola or Mozambique in the years following the financial crisis\textsuperscript{36}).


\textsuperscript{36} See A. Akwagyiram, “Portugal’s unemployed heading to Mozambique ‘paradise’”, \textit{BBC News}, 6 April 2013; E. Nieves, “Portuguese migrants struggle to find
The demystification of outsiders’ perspectives on Africa is key to lessening the fear that grips part of the public in EU countries, and to expanding the room for manoeuvre for policy-makers in addressing issues such as migration. Because Africa is a diverse and fast-evolving region, and migration – including African migration – is a fact of life that is here to stay.

In public opinion and political discourses, African migration is most of the time described as high and increasing, mainly directed toward the North, and generally explained by poverty and wars. African migrants are often perceived as poor individuals fleeing the difficult context of their place of origin and migrating massively to rich countries. In addition, it is sometimes believed that smuggling, carried out by profit-seeking criminals, is the cause of migration from the African continent to Europe. Also, it is often expected that most migrants intend to settle permanently in those countries of destination and never return to their origin countries.

These ideas or “myths” are influenced by media images of “boat migration” in the Mediterranean. Images of boats full of migrants have contributed to drawing public and policy attention to African migration to Europe. The Mediterranean crisis, with the drowning of African (and non-African) migrants who attempt to reach Italy, has reinforced the alarmist discourses of various stakeholders, including those of politicians, and have spread in the public opinion through the media at national and international levels. The phenomenon of African migrants travelling by sea despite the risks is not new but fuels the idea of an “exodus” from Africa and an “African invasion” in Europe¹.

However, these ideas are based on observations selected by journalists. These ideas, widespread in public opinion, mainly reflect impressions rather than the realities of African migration.

Firstly, this chapter intends to summarise empirical evidence revealed by research conducted on African migration. Analyses of “macro” data (from estimations of the volume of African migrants or “stocks”) and “micro” data (from surveys carried out among African migrants) demystify the common representations of African migration. We will particularly focus on the following questions:

- Is there an increase of African migration?
- Do most African migrants live outside Africa?
- Is poverty the main driver of African migration?
- Is smuggling the cause of migration from Africa to Europe?
- Do African migrants return to their origin country?

Recent research allows us to answer these questions in the next section.

Secondly, based on the empirical evidence explained in the next section, this chapter will discuss the effect of measures implemented by European countries in order to stop or – at least – reduce African migration. On the one hand, European countries indeed want to restrict the flows of African migration, but, on the other hand, they seem unable to do it, as illustrated by the tragic events at the southern border of Europe, despite the budgets allocated to reinforce European borders. Thus, in the second section of this chapter, the effectiveness of policies aiming at managing African migration will be discussed.

The findings revealed by recent studies and summarised below are based on two types of data.

On the one hand, estimations of stocks of international migrants are now available. The Global Bilateral Migration Database, released by the World Bank, contains bilateral
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migration population or stocks data for 226 countries, major territories and dependencies for 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990 and 2000. Migration stocks for 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015 that have been estimated by the United Nations Population Division (Department of Economic and Social Affairs) are also available. These volumes of migrants are estimated from census data and population register records. Despite the possibilities of analyses offered by these databases, it is important to bear in mind that they are not perfect and that they contain limitations. Unauthorised migration is not included, for example, when the data comes from population registers (and to a certain extent when it comes from population censuses). And when data is based on migration defined from the “country of citizenship” criterion rather than from the “country of birth” criterion, the stocks are likely to be underestimated.

On the other hand, survey data carried out in 2008-2009 on migration between Africa and Europe also provide more specific empirical evidence on Congolese, Senegalese and Ghanaian migration. Household surveys were carried out in the region of the capital cities of the countries of origin, and biographical (individual) surveys took place both in origin and in destination countries in Europe. These surveys provide detailed information on many aspects of migration (and non-migration). The findings from this data source developed in this chapter focus on the case of migration from Senegal and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo). These case studies are interesting to compare as these countries’ political and economic climates have evolved very differently since their independence. While Senegal has been politically stable since independence, DR Congo has
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4 For information on the Migration between Africa and Europe (MAFE) project and data (household and individual/biographical surveys) that investigated Congolese, Ghanaian and Senegalese migration, see the MAFE, [http://mafe-project.site.ined.fr/en/](http://mafe-project.site.ined.fr/en/)
experienced manifold troubles over decades. Living conditions have become more difficult for the population of both countries over time, but the economic crisis has been far deeper in DR Congo. While these two cases studies are not representative of the whole of Africa, the comparison highlights that the context in the countries of origin and destination plays an important role for many aspects related to migration, and that migration is not homogenous across the African continent.

**Empirical evidence from research on African migration**

Is there an increase of African migration?

Contradicting common ideas, empirical analyses using data on migration stocks reveal that there has not been an increase in African migration in recent decades. Figure 1 shows that the total number of African migrants was stable between 1990 and 2000, but rose afterward from 21.6 million in 2000 (16.3 million from sub-Saharan Africa) to 32.6 million in 2015 (23.9 million from south of the Sahara). However, it is important to take into account the fact that the African population has also increased over time. Consequently, to measure the extent of emigration, it is more appropriate to consider Figure 2, showing the trends of African migrants as a percentage of the population of Africa. It indicates that emigration from the African continent has not increased, but instead slightly decreased between 1990 and 2015, albeit the downward trend was marginally reversed after 2005 (after 2010 for sub-Saharan Africa). Less than 3% of the African population live in a country other than its country of origin. This is even less than the average worldwide, as about 3.3% of the world population is a migrant.
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Fig. 1 - Total numbers of African international migrants (1990-2015)

Source: UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (author’s calculations)

Fig. 2 - African migrants as a percentage of the population in Africa (1990-2015)

Source: UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs and UN Population Division (author's calculations)
In-depth analyses of the evolution of African migration between 1960 and 2000 reveal that most African migrants migrate within Africa\textsuperscript{6}. They indicate that emigration from the poorest countries is mainly a short-distance migration, predominantly directed towards neighbouring countries. On the one hand, Figure 3 (a) indicates that there was an increase of emigration out of the African continent from Maghreb countries between 1960 and 1980. This increase to non-African destinations does not appear from the other regions of Africa. On the other hand, Figure 3 (b) shows a decrease in intra-continental migration from East Africa and to a much lesser extent from Southern, Central and North Africa. This declining evolution of migration within Africa may be related to processes of post-colonial state formation and their imposition of barriers against free circulation after independence, or to the intensification of nationalism that led to the implementation of restrictions to movements. Therefore, it has become more difficult for African people to migrate within the continent and it may have resulted in less emigration. The evolution of intra-continental migration for West African countries was more stable between 1960 and 2000. It may be related to the fact that strong migration patterns were already established under the French colonisation (as in the case of migration between Burkina Faso and Ivory Coast), that migrants continue to have social networks across borders, and to the absence of visa requirements between ECOWAS (Economic Community of West African States) countries that makes migration of their citizens easier\textsuperscript{7}.

Do most African migrants live outside Africa?

Contradicting some perceptions and although the proportion of Africans living in the North (North America and Europe mainly) has increased, Figure 4 confirms that most African migrants are still located in African countries, with the exception

\textsuperscript{6} M.-L. Flahaux and H. De Haas (2016).

\textsuperscript{7} Ibid.
of migrants from Maghreb countries. The main destinations of North African migrants are Europe and Asia (Gulf countries), followed by Africa. For the other regions (West, East, Southern and Central Africa), Europe is, after the African continent, the second continent of destination. However, America and Oceania also appear to be continents of destination for migrants from Southern Africa. But it can still be acknowledged that the majority of African migrants do not live outside Africa.

Figure 5 represents the destinations of African migrants in the world in 2000. Some coastal countries on the African continent appear to have high numbers of African migrants, in particular Ivory Coast, Nigeria, South Africa, Mozambique, Kenya, Ethiopia and Libya. Outside the African continent, African migrants are also present in Europe, with which most African countries had colonial links, but also in North America, in Saudi Arabia and in Australia.
Is poverty the main driver of African migration?

While it is often believed that poverty, demographic pressure, conflicts and environmental degradation are the main drivers of African migration and that “development” of the countries would stop emigration, empirical evidence suggests the opposite.

At a macro level, as previous analyses have demonstrated earlier, most African migrants do not move from the poorest countries to the wealthiest countries. Emigration is generally lower from sub-Saharan Africa, which is a poorer region, and higher when a certain level of “development” has been reached, which is the case with North African countries. Migration from poorer countries or regions is primarily directed towards other African countries, while more “developed” regions like North Africa have a higher level of extra-continental migration. This result suggests that populations of the least developed countries are less able to move, and tend to migrate over shorter distances.
Fig. 5 - Destinations of African migrants in 2000

Source: Global Bilateral Migration Database
(in M.-L. Flahaux and H. De Haas, 2016)

Note: The figure shows the numbers of migrants in the countries of the world in 2000
when they do. Conversely, people living in richer countries have access to better infrastructures and transportation, which facilitates migration and enables movements of populations over greater distances. Actually, the countries with a higher level of extra-continental migration correspond to the relatively more “developed” countries, that are located on the coast, that have a higher level of urbanisation, a higher GDP per capita, and that are more advanced in the demographic transition (they have a lower level of both mortality and fertility).8

Analyses conducted at a micro level are along the same lines. Surveys on migration between different countries in Africa and Europe have shown that Congolese people living in households with sufficient resources are more likely to migrate to Europe than those living in poor households, and that Senegalese people who own some property (land, house, business, etc.) are also more likely to do so.9 Similarly, individuals from these countries with a high educational level have greater chances to migrate than those with a lower educational level. An individual from the Democratic Republic of Congo with a superior educational level (i.e. someone who studied after secondary school) is ten times more likely to leave the country compared to a Congolese who has not studied beyond primary school. In the case of Senegal, we observe the same trend: a more educated individual is six times more likely to leave Senegal compared to someone who has never been to school or has a primary educational level. Educational level is thus a strong determinant explaining emigration. In detail, results indicate interestingly that the effect of education is more pronounced for African migration toward northern countries, including Europe, and less for migration within Africa, as revealed for Senegalese and Congolese migration.10

8 Ibid.
10 M.-L. Flahaux, C. Beauchemin, B. Schoumaker, “Partir, revenir: un tableau des
These findings confirm that people only migrate when they have the financial and human resources to do so, in particular for long-distance migration. Migrating requires resources. It explains why poor people are less likely to migrate, and not more likely to do so.

Is smuggling the cause of migration from Africa to Europe?

International organisations and governments often blame smugglers for the deaths of migrants in the Mediterranean or for the arrivals of migrants from Africa in Europe. Every time, they claim that they will again implement new measures to combat illegal migration in order to stop migrants from reaching Europe. However, implementing new measures in order to fight irregular migration is very likely to fail because it is the border controls that actually force migrants to take more risks and more dangerous routes to reach Europe, and to depend on smugglers to cross borders. In sum, smuggling is actually a reaction to border controls rather than a cause of migration\textsuperscript{11}.

Do African migrants return to their origin country?

Return migration is also a topic generating increasing public and policy attention. However, due to the dearth of data, very little is actually known about this phenomenon. The research using the \textit{Migration between Africa and Europe} (MAFE) surveys indicates that there is an important gap between policy presuppositions and the realities of return migration to Africa\textsuperscript{12}.

\textsuperscript{11} H. De Haas, “Smuggling is a reaction to border controls, not the cause of migration”, 2013, \url{http://heindehaas.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/smuggling-is-reaction-to-border.html}

\textsuperscript{12} The analyses described in this section come from the following publication: M.-L. Flahaux, \textit{Retourner au Sénégal et en RD Congo. Choix et contraintes au cœur des trajectoires de vie des migrants}, Université catholique de Louvain, Presses universitaires
Policy-makers often believe that African migrants travel one-way to destination countries in Europe and never return home. However, the analyses reveal that at the time of their arrival in Europe half of Senegalese and Congolese migrants intend to return to their country of origin, and that actual returns to Africa are not insignificant. However, migrants are less likely to intend to return at the beginning of their migration when the conditions in their home country are deteriorating, which is especially the case for migrants from DR Congo since 1990. Similarly, migrants are also less likely to return when the situation in their country is becoming more difficult. It shows that a particularly difficult context in origin countries encourages migrants to move permanently or to postpone their return. This is particularly the case for Congolese students. At the moment of their arrival in Europe, they had high prospects for planning to return (probably after the end of their studies), but in actual fact, their prospects for return are not as high as expected, which is probably due to the unstable context in their country of origin, at a political and economic level. This result does not appear true for Senegalese migrants who migrated to study and who are likely to return to Senegal, as the context there is more favourable\textsuperscript{13}.

Actually, migrants anticipate their reintegration. According to what they feel to be the most suitable for themselves and for their family, they can intend, from the beginning, to stay temporarily in Europe or to settle there definitely. In general, Senegalese and Congolese migrants who positively imagine a future reintegration in the origin country plan to return. Those who migrate to study, for example, generally intend to return because they know that a European diploma is likely to have a positive effect on their life after having returned. Senegalese migrants who migrate in order to improve their living conditions are also more likely to intend to return because they expect their savings to be useful to

\begin{flushright}
\begin{small}
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\end{flushright}
living better in Senegal. The preparation for return is crucial for the return. It appears that migrants who intended to return are more likely to return than those who had not planned a return, and Congolese migrants who live in households with sufficient resources have higher prospects of returning.\textsuperscript{14}

Policy-makers in European countries also assume that it is necessary to encourage and to force migrants to return. However, the large majority of returns are voluntarily by the migrants themselves and are not forced or encouraged by the authorities in the countries of destination. As shown in Figure 6, it appears that returns linked to “problems with residence status” concerned just 11\% of Senegalese and 3\% of Congolese migrants who returned. It means that migrants are actually much more likely to return when they have prepared their return themselves. As Figure 6 also shows, the first motive for return to the Democratic Republic of Congo is professional, while it is related to family for returns to Senegal.

\textbf{Fig. 6 - Main motive for return from Europe to Democratic Republic of Congo and Senegal (\%)}

![Graph showing main motives for return](image)

Source: MAFE-Congo and MAFE-Senegal biographical surveys, author’s calculations

\textsuperscript{14} M.-L. Flahaux (2013).
Another important result shows that undocumented Congolese migrants are less likely to return than those who are documented. It confirms that most of the returns are not forced and that restrictive immigration policies have a negative effect on the migrants’ return. While governments of destination countries in Europe implement programmes in order to encourage migrants to return, analyses reveal that these measures do not have an impact on returns. These programmes are implemented together with policies restricting the access of migrants to Europe. In such a context, migrants are reluctant to return because they know that it will be difficult to migrate again if they decide to return and if their reintegration process is problematic. When policies are implemented to restrict migration, it is harder to migrate to Europe, but migrants are also less likely to intend to return or do return.

In sum, the situation prevailing in origin countries is crucial for the question of return. Migrants are more likely to return when the context is favourable, but much less if the political situation is unstable and the economic situation difficult, because they know that the difficulties that they could encounter after their return are likely. Secondly, it has been highlighted that documented migrants – and those who live in good conditions – in destination countries are much more likely to return. This suggests that a better integration of migrants in Europe would lead to more returns, since being better integrated allows for a better preparation for the return. Thirdly, it is demonstrated that restrictive migration policies, which aim to limit the inflows of migrants in Europe, have a negative impact on returns. Migrants tend to stay in Europe because they are not sure of having the possibility to migrate again after their return.

**Discussing the effectiveness of migration policies**

Since the economic crisis in Europe in the early 1970s, migration has more and more become a politicised topic in France,
Belgium, Germany and the UK, the traditional countries of destination in Europe. Policy-makers consider that it is necessary to control the entry of immigrants from African countries to their territory (the recruitment of non-European labour migrants strongly decreased with the crisis of the early 1970s), to restrict their stay, for example through their access to the labour market (in particular in some countries), and to encourage or force them to return.

The evolution of the restrictiveness of migration policies toward Senegalese migrants in their three main countries of destination in Europe (France, Italy and Spain) has been the subject of recent research\textsuperscript{16}. Findings regarding policies regulating the entry to Europe highlight that there is a trend toward stricter policies to prevent the arrival of irregular migrants, particularly since 1990. The migration policies regulating the arrival of migrant workers have become more restrictive since the 1970s, but they were liberalised in Spain in the middle of the 1990s, reflecting the need for foreign labour in the country at that time. Second, with regard to the regulation of the stay of migrants in France, Italy and Spain, different patterns are observed. France is the country that has implemented increasingly restrictive policies over time, especially for irregular migrants after 1980 and for workers, students, and asylum seekers after 1990. In comparison, the policies implemented by Spain and Italy to regulate the stay of migrants have been less restrictive, especially for workers in the late 1980s, and particularly in Spain. In the 1990s, the level of restrictiveness of the policies regulating the stay of migrants also decreased in Italy and Spain for asylum seekers and students. Third, policies of return shows that all three countries have adopted more and more measures since the 1990s to force or encourage irregular migrants to return, especially in France, but also in Italy, and to a lesser extent in Spain. Thus, migration

\textsuperscript{16} These analyses have been developed thanks to the DEMIG POLICY database (University of Oxford). These findings are developed in this article: M.-L. Flahaux, “The role of migration policy changes in Europe for return migration to Senegal”, \textit{International Migration Review, International Migration Review}, Fall 2016, pp. 1-25.
policies vary not only over time, according to the type of migrants, but also according to the countries of destination.

Migration remains essentially defined at the national level by the countries of destination, but there is a growing will at the European level to control the EU’s external borders.

In the context of the Mediterranean crisis, there has been an increase in the resources allocated for better control of European borders. It is in this context that the FRONTEX agency was created in 2005. It was decided that important resources had to be put in place to try to prevent access to the territory of the EU to migrants who have not obtained the visa required to move to a member state. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the size of the budget allocated to FRONTEX since 2005. The figures reveal a strong increase in the budget between 2005 and 2011, from €2.1 million to €118.2 million. In 2015, the annual budget of FRONTEX amounted to just over €114 million.

**Fig. 7 - Evolution of FRONTEX’s budget between 2005 and 2015 (euros)**

Sources: FRONTEX general reports 2005, 2012 and 2013, and FRONTEX’s budget 2015 (author’s calculations)
However, it is not clear that more controls on immigration lead to less migration, as policy-makers expect. The effectiveness of migration policies is contested and remains a debated topic. Moreover, migration policies may generate unintended effects\(^{17}\).

Firstly, due to the difficulty in migrating or to integrating into a destination country, migrants may choose to go to other countries where the regulations are less strict, which may give rise to a diversification of destination countries. African migration toward non-European countries (to North America, for example) and from traditional immigration countries to new countries of destination has been on the rise. This seems to be the case of Congolese who migrated to France and the United Kingdom (France being the major country of destination for Congolese migrants in Europe) and not only to Belgium, the former colonial state; or the case of Senegalese migrants in Spain and Italy, and not only in France\(^{18}\). The former colonial states were the first to implement more restrictive policies, and this may have pushed people to move to new destination countries close or not to the traditional one, despite the language differences. Other factors may have played a role, such as economic opportunities and, at a subsequent stage, the networks already established in these new destinations.

Secondly, the constraints on migrating directly to a specific country in Europe may encourage African people to migrate via transit countries. Restrictions may thus explain why migrants use more complicated routes to reach Europe and why migrating from Africa to Europe has become increasingly costly and risky. The same can be said about smuggling, an activity that develops as legal restrictions on migration increase.

Thirdly, to maximise their chances to reach Europe when entry through one particular channel becomes difficult, individuals may choose to migrate via another legal channel or illegally. As
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stated previously, unauthorised migration is developing because it has become more and more difficult to get a visa to migrate legally. Individuals may also devise other strategies to migrate legally (for family reasons even when their real objective is to work, etc.).

Fourthly, because of the constraints to enter or to work in the destination country, migrants may have to postpone the return they may have planned due to the fact that savings are more difficult to acquire, or they may not circulate or return at all because they are concerned about not being able to migrate again to Europe if they return home. This point has been confirmed empirically in the case of Senegalese migration. In particular, restrictive policies regulating the entry of migrants into the territory of the destination countries play a role in discouraging people to return. This implies, by extension, that restrictive migration policies may indeed affect migrants’ ties with their origin countries.

**Conclusion**

This chapter began by demystifying African migration. Empirical findings highlight the gaps between the realities of African migration and the perceptions of both public opinion and policy-makers.

It has shown that African migration is not increasing and mainly directed to the North, as most of African migrants migrate within Africa. Emigration from the poorest regions, in particular, is predominantly directed towards destinations within the African continent, even though emigration out of Africa is higher from the North African region, where countries have relatively higher levels of human and economic development. Better infrastructure, higher income, better education and access to information increase the likelihood that people will migrate, and this is likely to continue in the future.

Following an analysis of the extent and destinations of African migration, and of the role of “development” and poverty in
migration processes, the chapter demonstrated that smuggling is not the cause of migration from Africa to Europe, but that it is the consequence of more restrictive migration policies.

Also, the issue of return migration to Africa was examined, and it was confirmed that returns are not negligible, that they are mainly decided and prepared for by the migrants themselves, and that restrictive migration policies may also prevent migrants from returning home.

After a review of recent empirical evidence on African migration contradicting common assumptions, the chapter focused on the trends of migration policies implemented by European countries for non-European migrants, including African migrants. A global trend toward more restrictiveness has been highlighted, despite the variation in categories of migrants and the countries of destination. However, it is not clear that more controls on immigration lead to less migration, as policy-makers think, but the debate is still open. Nevertheless, migration policies are likely to generate unintended effects. Policy-makers should consider these effects when implementing migration policies. Even if more research is needed to better understand the migration “behaviours” and choices of African migrants, it is important to consider the following points related to the restrictive migration policies implemented by European countries:

(1) **Destination choice.** Migrants are likely to choose to migrate to other destination countries rather than to their former colonising nation when this country has implemented restrictive migration policies, especially if they cannot migrate via family reunification or have experienced difficulties integrating into other destination countries.

(2) **Routes.** Migrants are likely to stay in transit countries before reaching Europe when migration policies regulating access to Europe become more restrictive, in particular those who are low-skilled (and consequently less likely to get a visa) and who cannot migrate via family reunification.

(3) **Channel.** Migrants are likely to pay smugglers, to use false documents to facilitate their migration, and to request asylum
when policies controlling the access of migrants to the destination countries become more restrictive.

(4) **Intention to return over time.** Migrants are less likely to intend to return after migrating to Europe if they know that entry policies to Europe have become restrictive, because they know that it will be difficult to migrate again. This is particularly the case for those having experienced difficulties in migrating or in being undocumented.

(5) **Circulation.** Migrants have less opportunities to go back and forth when entry and stay policies are more restrictive, especially those who are undocumented, have short-term residence permits or limited rights to work in the destination country, as circulating requires financial capital and freedom of movement.
3. Climate Change and Migration: Insights from the Sahel

Sara Vigil

The climate change-migration nexus

African populations are some of the most mobile in the world and also some of the most affected by both climate change and other environmental stressors. However, while there is agreement that climate change can influence population movements, the linkages between migration and climate change are polymorph with causal attribution being difficult to establish. On the one hand, no migration can be attributed to a single factor because it is a highly complex process in which social, political, economic, environmental, and demographic factors interact\(^1\). As a result, existing migration dynamics are modified or exacerbated by different climatic events rather than uniquely caused by them\(^2\). On the other, while it is well established that the intensity and frequency of natural disasters is rising as a result of anthropogenic climate change, not every single natural calamity can be solely


attributed to it. Moreover, and very importantly, the impact of climate change and other environmental changes on population movements depends on a combination of exposure to risk and pre-existing vulnerabilities. Even in the case of extreme natural events, whether or not people are forced to migrate permanently from their homes usually depends on pre-existing social relations (who is most vulnerable) and post-disaster responses (what kind of aid/relief is provided and who receives it). While natural hazards and increased climate variability can compound pre-existing problems, “vulnerability does not fall from the sky”.

The complexity of reaching conceptual agreement stems primarily from this impossibility to isolate climatic or environmental drivers from all the other factors that influence (im)mobility decisions. Indeed, migration is a highly complex process where multiple factors on various scales and levels interact and where social frameworks that influence how hazards affect population movements need to be seriously taken into account (Figure 1). With these important nuances in mind, the International Organisation for Migration offers, nonetheless, a working definition for “environmental migrants” who are defined as: “persons or groups of persons who, predominantly for reasons of sudden or progressive change in the environment that adversely affects their lives or living conditions, are obliged to leave their habitual homes, or choose to do so, either temporarily or permanently, and who move either within their country or abroad”.

Taking these important multi-layered complexities into account, it is the combination of high geographical exposure to natural hazards, pre-existing socio-political and economic
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vulnerabilities, as well as high population growth, which make African regions stand as some of the hardest hit by the impacts of climate change. However, even if broken down into regions, climate-related migration drivers, patterns and impacts are spectacularly heterogeneous in Africa. Without diminishing the importance of climate change to other African regions, this short chapter focuses on examples from the Sahel to explain the aforementioned complexity. Due to high climate variability, chronic levels of poverty, conflict, and a very fast-growing population rate, the Sahel region has been dubbed “ground zero” for climate change. This chapter will introduce the pre-existing and cumulated vulnerabilities that the region is facing before exploring the
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linkages between climate change and migration through examples of droughts and floods. The chapter will then address the most recurrent patterns of mobility as well as its impacts. Lastly, the chapter will introduce the key policy advances and gaps, and suggest ways forward.

**Cumulated vulnerabilities in the Sahel**

The Sahel extends through the southern edge of the Sahara desert including countries, or parts of countries, as diverse as: Senegal, Mauritania, Burkina Faso, Algeria, Niger, Nigeria, central Chad, Sudan, South Sudan, Eritrea, Cameroon, the Central African Republic and the northern edge of Ethiopia. The Sahel presents the multiplicity and complexity of links between climate change and migration due to a high geographical exposure to calamitous events, and wide-ranging vulnerabilities that stem from high levels of poverty, weak governance, limited infrastructure, political instability, conflict, and a high level of natural-resource-dependent populations. Moreover, the World Bank lists half of the nations of the Sahel as fragile states – which are low-income countries with weak governing capacity. At the same time, the region represents one of the fastest-growing populations in the world with an increase of up to 120% in the last 30 years. Out of the 150 million people living in the region, approximately 30 million are suffering from severe food insecurity. This is a result of both the high dependence on rain-fed agriculture (which employs approximately 60% of the population), a lack of institutional response, insecure tenure, and recurrent climatic hazards.
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– amongst others. On top of this, the region has witnessed increased levels of conflict, violence, and insecurity over the last years that have devastated the livelihoods of millions. Turmoil in Libya, deep instability in northern Mali, and spikes of violent attacks by Boko Haram in Nigeria have amplified an already extremely difficult situation.

Whilst media and policy circles continue to portray climate change as a driver of migration that leads to violent conflict, there is a lack of empirical evidence to support such claims. Although these are not unimaginable future scenarios, this unilinear causality elides the fact that environmental change and concomitant population displacement can actually be the fundamental causes of war and insecurity rather than merely the triggers for them. Yet, while in certain contexts added population pressure can increase conflict over scarce resources, it is often in countries such as Chad or northern Niger, which are already facing conflicts, where climate change becomes a threat multiplier rather than the root cause. Migration and displacements in themselves will not lead to conflict unless other structural problems are already in place. The supplementary stress that climate change brings thus amplifies an already difficult reality, upon which the distribution of and access to resources as diverse as water, land, infrastructure, capital, rule of law, kinship networks, education, aid, and mobility play decisive roles. Taking only into account measurements of a country’s exposure, sensitivity, and ability to adapt to the negative impact of climate change, Figure 2 shows the extreme vulnerabilities of this region to climatic shocks. In order

11 Ibid.
to achieve the measurements, the index considers vulnerability in six life-supporting sectors – food, water, health, ecosystem service, human habitat and infrastructure\textsuperscript{15}.

**FIG. 2 - VULNERABILITY AND ADAPTIVE CAPACITY (ND-GAIN INDEX)**

Source: E. Marino and J. Ribot (2012)

**Migration, environment, and climate change in the Sahel**

Human migration, whatever its motivations, has always been a hallmark of Sahelian populations. Amongst the many interlinked and complex drivers of migration, environmental changes in the region have historically led to a variety of migration strategies to adapt to rainfall’s seasonality and the effects of periodic droughts\textsuperscript{16}. Cross-border transhumance mobility – whose main routes are shown in Figure 3 – is particularly important in the

\textsuperscript{15} ND-GAIN Index, [http://index.gain.org/](http://index.gain.org/)

region and is linked to seasonal changes\textsuperscript{17}. Today, the Sahel presents not only high levels of internal, intra-regional, and international migration, but also constitutes a zone of transit for millions of migrants. Moreover, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), temperatures could increase between 3°C and 6°C in the Sahel, leading to a rise in the occurrence of natural disasters\textsuperscript{18}, which could change existing migration dynamics and make distress-based movements even more recurrent.

**Fig. 3 - Cross-border transhumance routes in the Sahel and West Africa**


\textsuperscript{17} F. Gemenne et al. (2014).

Whilst avoiding simplistic causal relations, and not undermining the importance of the structural conditions in place, it is in the wake of sudden-onset events such as droughts and floods where we can see some of the clearest links between environmental change and migration\textsuperscript{19}. Throughout the XX century, the Sahel experienced several droughts with dramatic consequences, and the impacts of droughts and soil depletion as drivers of migration have often been cited in the literature\textsuperscript{20}. Moreover, it is important to note that climate change in the Sahel can become problematic because it can undermine normal mobility strategies. For example, with climate change impacts (amongst others), nomadic pastoralists are now obliged to move their herds further south from their usual pastures. The problem in this case is not migration \textit{per se}, but rather the impacts of climate change in undermining migration strategies that have helped secure the livelihoods of populations\textsuperscript{21}.

Moreover, given the high dependence on rain-fed agriculture, it seems reasonable that a lack of rainfall affecting crop productivity would also incite farmers to move in search of alternative places on which to base their livelihoods\textsuperscript{22}. However, and despite claims of millions of people expelled by droughts and desertification, the evidence is scarce and often reaches contradictory conclusions. A review of several case-studies of migration related to drought in the Sahel highlights that population movements under conditions of environmental change appear to be progressive rather than sudden\textsuperscript{23}. Moreover, environmental drivers

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{19} W.N. Adger et al., “Are there social limits to adaptation to climate change?”, \textit{Climatic Change}, vol. 93, no. 3-4, 2008, pp. 335-354.
\textsuperscript{23} G. Jónsson (2010).
\end{footnotesize}
tend to overlap with other recurrent drivers such as conflict. For example, irregular precipitation and an increase in temperatures contributed to the loss of 95% of the surface area of Lake Chad. This has led to more permanent movements from pastoralists and farmers towards already vulnerable mega-cities including Lagos, Kano and Abuja in Nigeria\textsuperscript{24}. Yet this trend of permanent movement has been amplified once again by the spread of terrorism and social breakdown\textsuperscript{25}.

Additionally, many studies have found that long-distance migration to urban and international destinations actually decreases in periods of drought\textsuperscript{26}. This is because people tend to use the very few assets they have left to cover immediate basic needs (primarily food), and lack the necessary capital to embark on longer distance migration journeys. In Burkina Faso, Henry and colleagues found that people from drier regions were more likely to engage in temporary and permanent migration to other rural areas, but that the likelihood of movement decreased when rainfall was scarcer, due to limited household resources\textsuperscript{27}. This is congruent with findings from Van der Geest who found that migration is likely to be reduced in times of most pronounced environmental stress in Ghana\textsuperscript{28}. Findings from Mali also show that it is only circular and short-distance movements that increase in times of drought\textsuperscript{29}. In Ethiopia, evidence from the droughts during the 1980s showed that migration only became a livelihood strategy once all other in situ adaptation options had been exhausted\textsuperscript{30}.

\textsuperscript{24} UNEP (2011).
\textsuperscript{27} S. Henry, B. Schoumaker, C. Beauchemin (2004).
\textsuperscript{28} K. Van der Geest (2011).
\textsuperscript{29} S.E. Findley (1994).
\textsuperscript{30} R. McLeman and B. Smit, “Migration as an Adaptation to Climate Change”,
Although floods in dry lands might seem like an oxymoron, and have received much less attention than droughts in the Sahel, their impacts are extremely consequential. The Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC noted that high-intensity rainfall events and associated flooding in West Africa are expected to increase by 20% over the next decade. Given the immediate destruction of households and livelihoods, the link of floods to displacement is more visible than in the case of droughts and represents one of the major environmental displacement drivers. This destruction of households and livelihoods is, however, not only linked to the flood, but often a consequence of poor infrastructure, low-quality construction materials, the high density of populations living in flooding-prone areas, and scarce preparedness (amongst many other factors).

In 2007 alone, Africa counted 2.5 million people displaced by floods, with 2012 being extremely violent in terms of flooding (Figure 4). Floods inside and on the outskirts of the Sahel created high levels of displacement in Niger, Chad and South Sudan, as well as in Nigeria. These massive floods compounded the vulnerability of people that were already facing severe food insecurity, many of whom had already been displaced by conflict. In Nigeria alone, 6.1 million people were newly displaced by floods, compounding political insecurity following attacks by Boko Haram. On top of the pre-existing food crisis, a cholera epidemic occurred and refugees from Mali were also affected in flooded regions of Niger. Just as in Nigeria, many of the displaced took shelter in overcrowded schools, public buildings and mosques and returned home when the flooding ceased. In Chad, floods impeded humanitarian assistance to thousands of IDPs (International Development Programs) previously displaced by armed conflict. In South Sudan, the floods
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came to further complicate decades-long internal conflicts and to add to the numbers of existing internally displaced persons\textsuperscript{34}. These overlaps show the importance of considering natural disasters in the context of already existing conflicts, displacements and trends.

Whilst these sudden-onset events represent the most visible link between climate change and migration in the Sahel, slow-onset events including rising sea levels, increasing temperatures, ocean acidification, salinisation, land and forest degradation, loss of biodiversity and desertification, create and amplify risk through economic and social impacts that can drive what at first glance could appear to be voluntary labour migrations from rural areas\textsuperscript{35}. However, given that it is even more difficult to isolate the environmental driver in cases of slow-onset events, data linking them to migration and displacement is lacking.

\textbf{Fig. 4 - West and Central Africa internal “flood displacement” (June-October 2012)}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig4.png}
\caption{West and Central Africa internal “flood displacement” (June-October 2012)}
\end{figure}

Source: IDMC (Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre) 2013

\textsuperscript{34} Ibid.

Additionally, people often move on the basis of their perceptions of environmental changes, rather than on actual changes. This is because people often have limited access to climate information and data. Research conducted in West Africa, for example, shows that perceptions of environmental changes such as rainfall variability did not match the changes observed on the ground\textsuperscript{36}. Finally, it is of utmost importance to note that the most vulnerable populations are often those who are not in a position to migrate in times of environmental stress. Indeed, migration, requires human and financial capital that is not available to all\textsuperscript{37} and it is often the elderly and destitute who are left behind and are unable to move out of harm’s way\textsuperscript{38}. Sudden- and slow-onset climatic hazards can deeply compromise the assets required to move, leading to involuntary immobility or trapped populations and putting millions of people in situations of increased risk (Figure 5).

**Patterns and impacts**

**Patterns**

The understanding of African migration is impeded by a lack of reliable official data\textsuperscript{39}. However, evidence shows that when climate change interacts with other migration drivers, most migration remains internal, inter-regional, and south-south\textsuperscript{40}. The bulk of African migration, all drivers considered, occurs within countries and to neighbouring countries because people need a higher amount of human, financial, social, and natural capital

\textsuperscript{36} C. Zickgraf et al. (2016).


\textsuperscript{38} C. Zickgraf et al. (2016).


GREEN GRABBING-INDUCED DISPLACEMENT

Green grabbing, defined as “the appropriation of land and nature for environmental ends”, has increased as a result of climate change mitigation and adaptation policies. Climate change response measures can also aggravate competition over natural resources, limiting access to land and other resources required for people’s livelihoods. Although not generally recognised as a part of climate or environmental-induced displacement debates, the links with this category are twofold: 1) when climate change policies drive land grabs and the eviction of local populations; 2) when climate mitigation or adaptation projects destroy local resources, forcing people off their land in what could be seen as a form of tertiary displacement. When land that was previously used for agriculture and grazing is converted into biofuel plantations or forest conservation projects, communities may be displaced or left with few other options than to move. For example, around the Lac du Guiers in Senegal, the livelihoods of 9,000 semi-nomadic herders have been infringed upon by a land acquisition that aimed at sweet potato cultivation for ethanol export to Europe. With both “land grabs” and “green grabs” on the rise, we can hypothesise that more and more people will be involuntarily displaced from their lands in the years to come in what should be considered a new category in the environmental migration and displacement debate.

6 S. Vigil, “Displacement as a consequence of climate change mitigation policies”..., cit.
to be able to move longer distances\textsuperscript{41}. Additionally, and importantly, policies (e.g. migration regimes) are much more likely to intervene in international movements than in internal ones\textsuperscript{42}. Despite narratives of a south-north exodus of so called “environmental refugees” from Africa to Europe, most studies and evidence point to the fact that the vast majority of migration in Africa is not directed towards Europe, but towards other African countries\textsuperscript{43}.

Moreover, different threats tend to lead to different migration patterns and temporalities depending on the characteristics of the populations. In general terms, it is expected that extreme weather events displace populations in the short-term with only a

\textsuperscript{41} M.-L. Flahaux and H. De Haas (2016).
\textsuperscript{42} F. Gemenne et al. forthcoming.
\textsuperscript{43} M.-L. Flahaux and H. De Haas (2016).
smaller proportion of such displacement becoming permanent.\textsuperscript{44} However, returning is not always an option. It is now increasingly acknowledged that extreme weather events can lead to not only short-term but also long-term movement and protracted displacement.\textsuperscript{45} Although urbanisation is expected to increase with rural, agricultural exodus, rural-rural migration dynamics are too often overlooked.\textsuperscript{46} As in other types of movements, people tend to choose destinations where pre-existing social connections already exist. A major factor is the presence of family and social networks as well as similarities in culture, language and religion.

**Impacts**

When associated with environmental disruptions, migration is usually cast in a negative light, with dire prognoses of many millions of people forced to move, leading to tension and conflict.\textsuperscript{47} However, there is a growing body of literature that acknowledges the positive role that migration can play as a strategy of adaptation to climate change (Figure 6).\textsuperscript{48} Firstly, migration is a crucial adaptation strategy for migrants who by moving can put themselves out of harm’s way. In the event of sudden-onset disasters, it is immobility rather than mobility that represents a risk to life. Moreover, in cases of slower environmental degradations, the migration of some family members can help households diversify income, allowing them to remain in situ. For example, remittances in sub-Saharan Africa tend to increase after a natural calamity, supporting household incomes in times of disasters.\textsuperscript{49}

\textsuperscript{44} Foresight (2011).
\textsuperscript{46} C. Zickgraf and F. Gemenne, Background paper on migration, climate change and environment in West Africa. With a focus on Benin, Togo and Guinea-Bissau, ICMPD, 2016.
\textsuperscript{47} F. Gemenne (2011).
\textsuperscript{49} W.A. Naudé and H. Bezuidenhout, “Migrant Remittances Provide Resilience
In Senegal, Zickgraf and colleagues found that labour migration by male fishermen to Mauritania generated financial and social remittances that enabled household relocation away from eroded coastal areas. Remittances have also demonstrated their potential in financing innovation and intensified farming in Africa. However, most migrant-generated remittances will be prioritised for meeting basic household needs such as food, clothing, and shelter.

The ability of migration to provide these adaptive possibilities is also highly dependent on the populations’ pre-existing socio-economic assets, on the characteristics of the migrants (gender, age) and the type of employment found in destination areas (regular, irregular, salaried, etc). The often-precarious conditions found at both internal and international destinations and the inability of many migrants to send remittances to their communities does not make migration adaptive for all. In fact, it is often a last-resort option that does not necessarily improve the well-being of those who leave or of those who are left behind. For example, in Ethiopia, Morrisey found that virtually none of the migrants were sending any remittances to rural areas. Despite the expressed desire to send remittances, migrant circumstances at their destinations made it impossible. As Kothari states: “while migration can be understood as a strategy out of poverty, there is no guarantee that the strategy will be successful. The expectation that by moving they will find better employment and enjoy a better standard of living does not always materialise.


50 C. Zickgraf and F. Gemenne (2016).
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and subsequently, those who are poor and migrate can end up in the category of the chronically poor". Even when remittances are available, evidence shows that migration and remittances are no panacea for overcoming structural development constraints. Moreover, evidence shows that many migrants are moving into high-risk zones and not out of them. With coastal cities already overcrowded, the migration of people out of rural communities into urban zones can exert additional pressures on already fragile ecosystems and urban infrastructure as well as on food security.

For example, major migrant-receiving cities such as Accra, Kano, Niamey, Nouakchott and Ouagadougou are located in areas affected by environmental changes.

**Policy advances and gaps**

In recent years, understanding the links between climate change and migration has grown into a major policy concern, and is now addressed through a variety of international policy forums, initiatives and processes. The international negotiations on climate change have long been perceived as the primary forum where to direct policy initiatives towards so-called climate-induced migration and displacement. Combined advocacy efforts have led to migration being recognised as a possible strategy to adapt to climate change impacts in the Cancun Adaptation Framework, adopted in 2010. Furthermore, the task force on this subject
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56 C. Zickgraf et al. (2016).


58 The paragraph 14 (f) of the Framework invites parties to undertake “measures to enhance understanding, coordination and cooperation with regard to climate change induced displacement, migration and planned relocation, where
that was decided in the Paris Agreement is mandated “to develop recommendations for integrated approaches to avert, minimise and address displacement related to the adverse impacts of climate change”. Moreover, the Nansen Protection Agenda for people crossing national borders in the context of natural disasters was signed in 2016 and the Platform on Disaster Displacement now aims to implement it. The World Humanitarian Summit and the Sendai Framework on Disaster Risk Reduction have also taken the matter as one of priority. From the migration side at the international level, the topic has been slower to take hold. However, important efforts are now under way. The New York Declaration on Refugees and Migrants (2016) acknowledges the appropriate, at the national, regional and international levels”.

Source: MECLEP project
importance of migration, environment and climate change issues. Furthermore, the Global Migration Compact for safe, orderly and regular migration recently held a thematic session on the topic with member states and experts. In June 2017, the UN Human Rights Council adopted a resolution on the protection of human rights from the impacts of climate change – including those displaced in this context. Despite these progresses, national implementation remains weak to date, given economic and political hurdles.

Within the African Union, the Kampala Convention that entered into force in 2012 is an essential instrument that explicitly recognises the potential migratory challenges associated with climate change, within the context of disaster risk reduction and the prevention of displacement. The Convention not only seeks to protect the rights of those displaced, but also to prevent displacement. This should be achieved through the establishment of effective early-warning systems, disaster risk reduction strategies, and disaster preparedness management plans. To address these challenges, the Convention sets out benchmarks and mechanisms for coordination and information sharing, and provides a road map for states to establish their own national frameworks to develop comprehensive response strategies. At the sub-regional level, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Protocol on Free Movement of Persons, Residence and Establishment signed in 1979 and revised in 1986, recognises the long tradition of cross-border migration for pastoralists and their cattle. The ECOWAS free movement agreements have diminished the threats for migrants within the region who may otherwise be forced to rely on smugglers and dangerous routes (as compared to the Horn of Africa, for example). During the 2000s, a special document was designed for nomadic herders, the International Transhumance Certificate (CIT), which could be compared to a passport that facilitates cross-border transhumance for pastoralists and their livestock59.

A similar scheme could be implemented in Eastern Africa as well, where cross-border nomadic transhumance is also a key element of the lifestyle of pastoralists. Whilst these initiatives are substantial ways forward, they still rely heavily on economic resources and political will for their implementation.

**Conclusion**

The effects of climate change on the mobility of African populations generally, and of sub-Saharan Africans more particularly, cannot be attributed to a single driver or outcome. Whilst environmental degradation and the effects of climate change have become increasingly important, artificially isolating the environmental variable from all the other intervening factors that can lead to displacement, is to risk separating “natural” hazards from the social frameworks that influence how such threats affect people. As in any other region, and as with any other social phenomenon, migration cannot be attributed to a single factor. Moreover, vulnerability in the face of climate change results from conditions and systemic power relations on the ground. It is not a pure product of climate variability or events\(^\text{60}\). Even within local populations affected by the same climatic threats, their vulnerability and likeliness to migrate is affected by their socio-economic status (with those having some form of financial and social capital more able to adapt locally and/or through migration), their dependence on natural resources, and their demographic characteristics (age, gender, etc.)\(^\text{61}\).

While it is impossible to predict how the struggles unleashed by the deterioration of socio-ecological environments will play out, there is a clear likelihood of deepening rural poverty and expanded distress migration, both of which will amplify the social stresses on a population that already experiences chronic levels of
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\(^{60}\) S. Vigil (2016).

material deprivation and employment vulnerability. Thus policy interventions need to not only make climate change mitigation and adaptation fundamental pillars for action, but equally address the more fundamental causes of distress movements rather than solely the triggering event which initiated them. Investing in rural communities, securing land rights for populations, strengthening disaster risk response measures, preparing destination areas, assuring the full enjoyment of human rights, and addressing the root causes of deadly conflicts are all necessary in order to avoid the distress migration of millions of people who see their livelihoods destroyed as climate change impacts worsen. Moreover, rather than as a problem to be avoided, migration should be promoted as an essential strategy of adaptation to climate change if safe and regular channels are in place.
The number of international migrants worldwide has continued to grow over the past fifteen years reaching 244 million in 2015, up from 222 million in 2010 and 173 million in 2000\(^1\). In 2015, of the 244 million international migrants worldwide, 32.6 million or 13.4%, were born in Africa. Just about half of them – i.e. 16.4 million, or 50.4% – moved to African countries other than their place of birth. The figure jumps to 67% when we look at sub-Saharan Africa only (15.9m out of 23.9m remain in the region). African emigrants who left the continent, on the other hand, were primarily to be found in Europe (27%), followed by Asia (12%), North America (7%) and Oceania (2%)\(^2\). So, why do most African emigrants – notably, those from the sub-Saharan region – remain in Africa? In answering this question, within the broader objective of a comprehensive understanding of the major drivers of Africa’s migration processes, as well as of key and prevailing trends, this chapter looks at the forms, rationales and drivers of intra-African migrations and emigration towards Middle East and North African (MENA) countries. In addressing these issues, the chapter is organised into three key sections. The first section primarily addresses the prevailing volumes and trends of African migration across countries in the region. This is
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\(^1\) Unless a different source is specified, the data in this paragraph are from Tables 1 to 16, United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA), *Trends in International Migrant Stock: Migrants by Destination and Origin*, 2015 (United Nations database, POP/DB/MIG/Stock/Rev.2015).

\(^2\) Ibid.
followed by a focus on African migration towards MENA countries. The final section addresses the drivers of intra-African migration and migration to MENA countries, highlighting in the concluding section critical social policy and program issues.

**Volumes and trends of intra-African migration**

Africa’s migration system has been characterised as dynamic and extremely complex, with multifaceted interactions and interconnections. However, in terms of volumes and destinations, it shows no significant exceptionalism relative to the rest of the world. Rather, it is consistent with migration and urbanisation as major global demographic features of the XXI century. Table 1 shows the relatively small size of Africa’s international migration stock vis-à-vis the major areas of the world, as well as the relatively unexceptional levels of change on the continent over the last 15 years. According to United Nations estimates, out of the 244 million international migrants worldwide in 2015, 104 million, or 43%, were born in Asia and 62 million (25%) were born in Europe. The corresponding origin of other international migrants are as follows: Latin America and the Caribbean (37 million, or 15%), Africa (34 million, or 14%), North America (4 million, or 2%) and Oceania (2 million, or about 1%). Between 2000 and 2015, the size of the migrant stock from Asia grew by 2.8% per year, compared to 1.2% for Europe, 2.7% for Africa, 2.5% for Latin America and the Caribbean, 2.4% for Oceania, and 2.1% for North America.
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5 UNDESA (2015).

6 The 34 million figure in the UN Report 2015 is slightly higher than the 32.6 million obtained from the original UN dataset.
A persistent feature of international migration trends in the region is that most migrants from African countries have other countries on the continent as destinations. Table 2 summarised the origin of international migrant stocks and their respective destinations across the major regions of the world in 2015. What is evident is that Africa is not among the areas where most migrants live outside their region of birth. In fact, Asia is the area with the largest number of persons living outside their birthplace region. In 2015, there were 42 million international migrants born in Asia but living elsewhere. Of these, the majority were living in Europe (20 million), followed by North America (17 million) and Oceania (3 million). Migrants born in Latin America and the Caribbean represented the second largest diaspora group with 32 million people living outside their region of birth. The majority of these migrants were living in North America (26 million) and Europe (5 million). Europe, in turn, had the third largest
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number of persons living outside their major area of birth (22 million). These migrants were primarily residing in Asia and North America (8 million each) and Oceania (3 million), respectively. For Africa, migrants born in the region and living outside Africa were estimated at 16.2 million, with a majority living in Europe (9 million), and other substantial groups in Asia (4 million) and North America (2 million). Furthermore, while the region witnessed an increase in the share of African foreign-born persons living in Asia, Europe, Northern America and Oceania in 2015, the highest proportion of its migrant stock still remain in countries of the region. Again, Asia-to-Asia was the largest regional migration corridor in the world in 2015, with some 59 million international migrants. Europe-to-Europe was the second largest regional corridor in 2015, with nearly 40 million international migrants born in Europe living in another country of Europe. The Africa-to-Africa migration corridor had over 16 million international migrants in 2015, which represented the fifth largest in the world. Accordingly, 16.4 million of 20.6 million foreign-born population living in African states (including those from outside the continent, such as the numerous Chinese diaspora) hail from other African countries. It is therefore important to highlight that there is no significant exceptionalism observed in Africa’s international migration dynamics. The region’s migration outcomes are consistent with the trends in Europe, Asia and Oceania, where the majority of international migrants are living in countries within the same region of origin. The exception observed from data relates to Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) as well as North America, where a majority of international migrants live outside their region of origin. In the case of LAC, as indicated above, over 84% of its international migration stock live outside the region, with about 70% of them residing in North America alone. Similarly, only 28% of North American international migration stock live in North America. The rest lives outside the region with over 53% resident in LAC and Europe.
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8 UNDESA (2015).
Evidence assembled from UNDESA shows that intra-African migration mostly follows global patterns, with international migrants more likely to be resident in countries in their sub-region than otherwise\(^9\). Sub-regional trends for 15.9 million international migrants within sub-Saharan Africa, summarised in Table 3, indicate that as many as 93.6\% of the international migrants out of West Africa (who do not leave the sub-Saharan region) end up in other West African countries. The equivalent for other sub-Saharan Africa regions are southern Africa 89.7\%, eastern Africa 73.5\% and central Africa 45.8\%. Less than 1\% of intra-African migration out of western Africa and 52\% out of central Africa end up in eastern and southern African countries, whereas few migrants out of eastern Africa countries end up in western or central Africa. Consequently, patterns of intra-African migration
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\(^9\) Ibid.
significantly parallel intra-regional migration, which continues to chip away at the perspective of Africa’s migration exceptionalism. What is also important to note from Table 3 is evidence that the much-hyped migration to southern Africa from West Africa – especially from Nigeria to South Africa in recent years – may be exaggerated, as most West African migrants remain in West Africa. Moreover, while the proportion of West Africans in South Africa out of this 15.9 million migrants is indeed 0.6%, international migrants in southern African mostly come from southern and eastern African countries.

**Tab. 3 - Origin-destination of 15.9 million sub-Saharan international migrants based on sub-regions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Destination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eastern Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Africa*</td>
<td>73.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Africa</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Africa**</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa (total)</td>
<td>5,387,268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* includes Sudan and South Sudan
** includes Zambia and Zimbabwe


The estimates in Table 3 are consistent with the most recent reports by Statistics South Africa (Stats SA), which show that the profile of documented migrants entering South Africa – those who receive legal permits to work, study, live, receive medical treatment, do business, or even retire – show several significant variations from the origin-profiles of the larger sample of all international
migrants\textsuperscript{10}. Indeed, the 2016 Community Survey report shows that Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Lesotho, Malawi, Swaziland and Namibia were among the top 10 “sending countries” (countries of origin of migrants), together with the United Kingdom, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, India, Pakistan, China and Bangladesh. Recent claims by a South African political party leader that there were 13 million international migrants living in South Africa is wildly incorrect. In particular, no data confirms that there were 800,000 Nigerians living in South Africa\textsuperscript{11}. The 2011 Census estimated that there were only 2.2 million people living in South Africa who were born outside the country, whereas the country’s 2016 Community Survey estimated that the figure had dropped to 1.6 million. For Nigerians, the most recent data from the 2016 Community Survey estimated that 30,314 people – or roughly 2\% of foreign-born people living in South Africa – are from Nigeria. The 2011 census found this figure to be 26,341 and the United Nation’s estimate for 2015 was even lower, at 17,753\textsuperscript{12}.

What is also important to interrogate is the perception that migrants to South Africa are mostly illegal and undocumented. Table 4 summarises the most recent Stats SA publication on documented immigrants in 2014, which shows that the largest number – just over 66\% – of 69,216 temporary residence permits (visas, including work and study permits) issued that year were issued to nationals from countries as diverse as Zimbabwe, China, Nigeria, Pakistan and United Kingdom. The sample of documented migrants who received temporary permits in 2014 showed that, while Africa still made up the single largest region of origin (52.5\%), nationals from South Africa Development Community (SADC)


\textsuperscript{11} K. Wilkinson (2017); V. Bhardwaj, “No Data Shows That 800,000 Nigerians Live In South Africa”, \textit{Africa Check}, 21 February 2017, \url{https://africacheck.org/reports/no-data-shows-800000-nigerians-live-south-africa/}

\textsuperscript{12} V. Bhardwaj (2017).
countries (33.3%) and the Asian region (30.6%) made up a nearly equal proportion of successful permit applications.

Tab. 4 - Documented migrants who received temporary permits in South Africa in 2014 by country of origin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>12,521</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>6,195</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>6,087</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>5,739</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>4,551</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>3,103</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2,391</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>2,375</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>1,614</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>1,571</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics South Africa (2015)

In the same 2014 period, 4,136 permanent residence permits were issued. The majority of residence permits were issued to citizens from Zimbabwe (36.2%), followed by India (9.6%), China (8.1%), DRC (6.7%), Nigeria (4.2%), UK (3.9%), Lesotho (2.9%), Pakistan (2.1%), Germany (1.8%) and Zambia (1.7%). Furthermore, there were over 65,500 refugees and 230,000 asylum-seekers in South Africa in 2014, with major countries of origin for refugees being Somalia, the DRC, Angola and Ethiopia\(^\text{13}\).

It is also important to highlight that there is no evidence of exceptionalism in relation to all the migration streams to South Africa, both from African origins and from outside Africa.

According to a Stats SA report on migration dynamics, the consistently high rate of migration from SADC countries to South Africa is due to a colonial and apartheid-era regional “history of labour migration, especially from Mozambique, Lesotho, Malawi, Zimbabwe and Swaziland”. Moreover, the same report adds that South Africa is regarded as an “important destination for many people who seek better socio-economic opportunities” due to its relatively stable democratic government, good infrastructure and economic stability. Accordingly, issues like political unrest, economic instability and even “environmental degradation” in the African region have resulted in increased numbers of displaced persons, increasing the number of both documented and undocumented migrants in South Africa and other middle- and high-income countries globally\textsuperscript{14}.

Migration trends to MENA countries

About 34.5 million international migrants, including registered refugees, were living in Middle East and North Africa countries – the so-called MENA region – in 2015, the top destination countries being Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Kuwait and Lebanon\textsuperscript{15}. About two thirds of these migrants originated from outside the region. The primary countries of origin of international migrants in the MENA region in 2015 were India (8.2 million), Bangladesh (2.8 million), Pakistan (2.8 million), Indonesia (1.8 million) and the Philippines (1.5 million). The North African countries of the MENA region – i.e. Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, and Tunisia – host significantly less international migrants (6\%) than their counterparts in the


\textsuperscript{15} IOM Regional Office for the Middle East and North Africa, “Migration to, in, and from the Middle East and North Africa”, Data snapshot, 2016, \url{https://www.iom.int/sites/default/files/country/mena/Migration-in-the-Middle-East-and-North-Africa_Data%20Sheet_August2016.pdf}
Gulf (74%) or the Mashreq region (20%). Whereas “the oil-rich Gulf region has become a global magnet for migrants from poorer countries in the Middle East and North Africa, sub-Saharan Africa and an increasingly diverse array of Asian countries”\(^{16}\), international migration towards the North African countries is more of a transit migration than a destination for labour migration, since Libya, Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia are important sources of migrants to Europe as well as transit hubs for migrants from sub-Saharan Africa.

Specific data on sub-Saharan migration to states in the Middle East and North Africa is scanty, but migration from North African countries to the Middle East is very significant and well recorded. Table 5 shows more intense migration from the North African countries of Egypt, Morocco, Libya and Tunisia to the Middle Eastern countries of Israel, Jordan, Kuwait Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Qatar\(^{17}\). While specific data for many countries are not available, there is evidence of a significant migration from African-Arab countries to Middle Eastern countries. Historically, prospects of higher wages in the booming oil economy led to massive labour migration towards the Middle East countries beginning in 1973. Migrants were principally from Egypt, encouraged by an open-door policy that removed political obstacles to labour migration of Egyptians and a pro-active recruitment of Egyptians by Arab governments\(^{18}\). Egyptian migrants were predominantly hired as teachers and administrators. Other sources of migrants included Yemen and Sudan. Yemenis and Sudanese were for the most part unskilled migrants employed in the service and construction sectors. Massive movements from eastern and southern Asian countries, including India, Pakistan, South Korea, Philippines, Thailand, and to a lesser extent Bangladesh, China, Taiwan, and Indonesia, followed by 1975 to fill an ever-increasing labour demand. Migration from


\(^{17}\) UNDESA (2015).

Fig. 1 - Main intra-African migration flows

Source: S. Castles, H. De Haas, M.J. Miller (2014)
Asia was considered far more beneficial for business since Asian workers were perceived to be more productive, better disciplined, tendered lower bids for construction projects, and, more critically, less prone to citizenship and political claims\[^{19}\].

While the particular migration stream from North Africa to Israel is not generally obvious in the heated political conflicts in the region, it is consistent with the historical emigration from these countries to Israel mainly from 1948 to the early 1970s following post-colonial political and related social, economic and cultural changes\[^{20}\].

\[^{19}\]\textit{Ibid.; F. De Bel-Air, Demography, migration and labour market in Saudi Arabia, GLMM, ExNote 01, 2014.}

\[^{20}\]\textit{M.H. Shulewitz, The Forgotten Millions: The Modern Jewish Exodus from Arab Lands,}
For sub-Saharan African countries, their specific migration to Middle East countries is relatively recent and, as indicated above, information on migrants is scarce. For example, available United Nations data (see Table 5) estimate that 1,066 Nigerian citizens were living in the MENA countries in 2015, for the most part in Kuwait (457 people) and in the United Arab Emirates (408 people). Yet while Nigeria’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs suggests official migration engagements and agreements between Nigeria and Kuwait, a huge gap in information remains. Available online information indicates that international migration from Nigeria to Kuwait is through a sponsorship system, and Nigerians in the kingdom are mostly fully-employed and highly-qualified professionals held in high repute, working as doctors in their hospitals and professors in their universities, together with students offered scholarships by the Kuwaiti government. However, beyond Nigerian experts in Kuwait, anecdotal evidence also suggests the presence of mobility related to human trafficking. Sociodemographic data on international migrants in Kuwait indicate that despite plans by the Kuwaiti government to maintain a policy of importing skilled workers, the majority of migrants are employed in the private (63%) and domestic labour (30%) sectors and poorly educated (below the secondary level of education). International migration
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from Nigeria to the United Arab Emirates is equally not well documented. Available data also indicate that while the United Arab Emirates attracts highly-skilled migrants from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, the vast majority of migrants from Asian and African countries are employed in domestic services and retail jobs through a similar sponsorship system prone to rights abuses by employers.25

Forced migration: refugees, IDPs, asylum seekers and trafficked persons

Apart from civil wars, many countries in SSA are plagued with recurring droughts, famine, political conflicts and transitions, as well as unfavourable government policies and poor governance that often trigger population movements. These contexts, which are typical of several African countries, remain relevant for a more balanced and comprehensive understanding of Africa’s migration systems, together with the relationships between internal and international migration and human wellbeing in the region.26

In relation to refugees, internally displaced persons (IDPs), asylum-seekers and trafficked persons moving within and out of the region, the UNHCR reported that out of the 65.6 million forcibly displaced people worldwide, 22.5 million were refugees in 2016.27 About 10.3 million people were newly displaced by


conflict or persecution, which comprises 6.9 million individuals displaced within the borders of their own countries and 3.4 million who were new refugees and new asylum-seekers.

At the global level, some countries were especially affected by forced displacements in 2016. Syrians continued to be the largest forcibly displaced population, with 12 million people at the end of 2016; that includes 5.5 million refugees, 6.3 million IDPs, and nearly 185,000 asylum-seekers. Colombians were the second-largest group, with 7.7 million forcibly displaced, mostly inside their country. A total of 4.7 million Afghans were also forcibly displaced, of whom 1.8 million were IDPs and 2.9 million were refugees or asylum-seekers. Countries in Africa that in 2016 had over 2 million people displaced, either internally or as refugees or asylum-seekers, include South Sudan (3.3 million), Sudan (2.9 million), the Democratic Republic of Congo (2.9 million), Somalia (2.6 million), and Nigeria (2.5 million). The refugee population from Burundi increased by 39% during 2016, while the IDP population in that country quadrupled to 141,200 people. Conflict and violence also continued in the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Sudan leading to new displacements and inhibiting returns.

In 2016, the South Sudanese refugee crisis was the fastest-growing in the world, with the latest evidence from UNHCR showing that out of a 2.27 million population of concern in South Sudan, 1.95 million registered as refugees.  

Human trafficking has been acknowledged as the emerging dark side of migration in Africa. Deepening poverty, persistent unemployment, conflicts, human deprivation and expectations of a dismal future have fostered an environment in which human trafficking can flourish. Adepoju identified trafficking in chil-
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Children, mainly for farm labour and domestic work mostly within and across African countries and trafficking in women and young persons for sexual exploitation, mainly outside the region and particularly in the EU, Lebanon and the Gulf States, as two of the three main types of trafficking in the region\(^{31}\). Child trafficking in sub-Saharan Africa is a demand-driven phenomenon – the existence of an international market for child labour and the sex trade, coupled with an abundant supply of children from poor families. Children are recruited through networks of agents and parents are forced by poverty and ignorance to enlist their children to work as domestic servants in the informal sector or on plantations, hoping to benefit from their wages\(^{32}\).

**Drivers of intra-African, SSA migration to MENA and forced migration in the region**

Beyond understanding the volumes, persistence and marginal changes over time *vis-à-vis* intra-African and SSA-MENA migration, as well as forced migration within and out of Africa, highlighting the drivers of these trends is critical in the search for pathways to inform policy and programme actions needed to address migration-associated challenges.

The overarching perspective in the African region is the view of migration as an intrinsic dimension of economic and social development, reflecting the rational decisions of millions of migrants to seek new opportunities away from restrictive local environments\(^ {33}\). Contrary to a common perception, migrants from

\(^{31}\) A. Adepojou (2008).


the African region in general and from sub-Saharan Africa in particular are not solely or mainly looking for better socio-economic opportunities outside the continent. African migrants are also not passively pushed around by external factors such as poverty, environmental disasters or demographic pressure.\(^{34}\) There is a long-standing, well-documented secular trend of labour migration within West Africa and southern Africa, with Côte d’Ivoire and South Africa being the major destinations.\(^{35}\) Plantations and construction industries in Côte d’Ivoire have attracted thousands of workers from Burkina Faso, Mali, Nigeria, Liberia, Senegal and Ghana since the early 1990s.\(^{36}\) Côte d’Ivoire’s domestic labour force was small, hence the country’s first post-independent President, ignoring colonial-era borders, encouraged immigration from these West African countries into the plantations.\(^{37}\) Immigrants constituted 17% of the total population in 1965, 22% in 1975, 28% in 1988, and 25% in 1993. By 1995, there were 4 million immigrants out of a population of 14 million, with the right to work, vote, marry local people and own property.\(^{38}\)

By the mid-1970s, Nigeria had become a country of immigration as the oil-led expansion of road and building construction, infrastructure, education and allied sectors attracted workers, both skilled and unskilled, from Ghana, Togo, Benin, Cameroon,
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Niger and Chad and numbered about 2.5 million by 1982\textsuperscript{39}. The relatively small geographic size of the countries, the similarities of ethnic groups across borders and visa-free movements between the Economic Community of West African States are also some of the reasons why intra-regional movements in western Africa tend to be of higher intensity compared to other African regions\textsuperscript{40}.

Labour migration towards South Africa was encouraged from the apartheid period to meet labour demand in mining, agriculture and domestic services\textsuperscript{41}. Most of the migrant workers were recruited from Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, Mozambique and Malawi. South Africa after independence in 1994 is also recognised as a major migration hub linking intra- and extra-African migration\textsuperscript{42}.

Despite the fact that thousands of Africans voluntarily migrate to work or re-settle in other African countries, choosing therefore to remain on the continent, movements from country to country are also often steps in a series of journeys towards countries outside the continent. The stepwise migration of refugees and asylum seekers is a phenomenon confirmed by the latest UNHCR report to be on the rise, for example, of refugee and migrant flows through Libya\textsuperscript{43}. The North African country is by far the preferred jumping off point for refugees and migrants hoping to reach Europe, although it is particularly unsafe. Although Libya has for decades drawn people from neighbouring countries, as it offered the best employment opportunities and highest salaries in the region during the heyday of Muammar Gaddafi,

\textsuperscript{39} A. Adepojou (2008).
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around half of those travelling to Libya do so believing they can find jobs there, but end up fleeing onwards to Europe to escape life-threatening dangers and difficult economic conditions, alongside widespread exploitation and abuse. Consequently, the foreign nationals going to Libya are part of mixed migration flows, of refugees, asylum seekers, economic migrants, unaccompanied minors, and environmental migrants, victims of trafficking and stranded migrants. In recent years, the number of people crossing the Mediterranean Sea from North Africa to southern Europe has increased, along with the deadly risks. In 2016, 181,436 refugees and migrants were reported to have arrived in Italy through the Central Mediterranean Route, which in 90% of cases means passing through Libya, and this represented an 18% increase compared to 153,842 arrivals in 2015.

What is also important to highlight is evidence that countries of origin and profiles of refugees and migrants have also evolved, with many of those on the move being young men, particularly from West Africa. The consequence of these evolving dynamics is the increasing vulnerability of these refugees and migrants, exacerbated by a decrease in support services and deteriorating security situations. Available evidence also suggests that trafficking for sexual exploitation seems to be increasing, affecting Nigerian and Cameroonian women in particular, and there is an increase in the number of unaccompanied and separated children travelling alone in Libya mainly from Eritrea, the Gambia and Nigeria, which represents some 14% of total arrivals in Europe via the Central Mediterranean Route.

Forced intra-African migration due to environmental or climate-related disasters has increased over the past two decades.
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In the case of Somalia, against a backdrop of weak governance, protracted insecurity and chronic poverty similar to the pre-famine situation in 2010 and 2011, severe and persistent drought conditions have taken a heavy toll and engendered cross-border displacement of pastoralists from Somaliland and from the Somali region of Ethiopia into the small neighbouring state of Djibouti, which is an important transit point for migrants and displaced people heading for the Gulf states and beyond\(^5\).

### Conclusion

Our analysis of contemporary data on migration volumes within and from Africa, confirm that contrary to the common characterisation in the media of a mass exodus of African migrants to Europe, most African migrants remain on the continent. Two thirds of sub-Saharan migrants, in particular, move from one nation to another within the region. Intra-regional migration is thus significantly higher than extra-continental migration and is particularly intense within the western and southern African regions. In addition, extra-continental migration from Africa remains low compared to the volumes of international migrations from other regions. Furthermore, the common perception that African migrants remain in the region because they are constrained to do so by lack of opportunities or other factors are partly contradicted by evidence of a long history of, and contemporary, labour migration towards countries such as Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria and South Africa.

African migration to the MENA region remains relatively small, with few data available. While skilled migration is documented, anecdotal evidence suggests streams of low-skilled migration, human trafficking and clandestine migration activities. Further, the stepwise migration from Africa to Europe or

other regions has mainly taken place though the Libyan corridor. Although relatively less important, Europe as a destination has elicited widespread attention and highlighted the need for enhanced cooperation to promote the mutual benefits of legal migration and to counter illegal migration. Similarly, the spectre of human trafficking continues to hang over migration dynamics in and out of Africa and remains a challenge screaming for understanding and policy and program interventions.

Current restrictive migration policies in the global North have had an impact on the patterns and dynamics of extra-continental migration out of Africa in two ways: first, the restrictions provided opportunities for traffickers to bud and blossom. Consequently, migrants are adopting more sophisticated, daring, and evasive methods to elude increasingly tight border controls to enter countries in the developed North. While many are reported to have perished during perilous attempts to cross the sea to Europe in rickety boats, those who manage to find their way into Europe are often apprehended and deported on arrival or soon thereafter. Second, the restrictions have engendered spatial substitution through the diversion of migration towards new destinations such as Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. African migrants moving to Middle Eastern countries are, however, still predominantly originating from North African countries – including Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, Libya and Sudan – which are equally part of the MENA region and share sociocultural traits. Migration from Ethiopia to the Gulf States, particularly Saudi Arabia – largely encouraged through agreements signed in 2011 – is currently threatened by increases in flows of irregular migrants, massive expulsions and a migration ban instituted by the Ethiopian government.
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Finally, recent analyses tend to suggest that intra-African migration will be affected by visa restrictions adopted by many African countries and therefore lessen in intensity in the coming years. It was estimated in 2013 that about 78% of Africans needed a visa to enter another African country. What these restrictions would mean for millions of African citizens who have acquired the capabilities and aspirations to migrate through processes of development and social transformation, and for both origin and destination countries’ economies, should be well analysed in national and regional forums.


Eritrea, a small and relatively marginal country in spite of its strategic location on the Red Sea coast, made headlines in recent years when tens of thousands of Eritrean refugees arrived in Europe, mainly through the Mediterranean route. However, those who reach European shores are only a small minority of hundreds of thousands of Eritreans who have been fleeing the open-ended military and national service introduced in 2002. This service constitutes a form of systematic forced labour. This chapter seeks to explain how Eritrea, once a beacon of hope when it gained independence from Ethiopia in 1993 after thirty years of armed struggle, ended up as an undemocratic political system headed by a President who established a harsh autocracy and a command economy based on the militarisation of society and the systematic use of forced labour provided by national service conscripts. In conclusion, it briefly reflects on current EU policy towards the Horn of Africa aiming to curb the mass exodus.

**The troubled birth of Eritrea: between war and oppression**

**Italian colonial rule**

When Italy joined the scramble for Africa in the late XIX century, the territory of its future colony Eritrea was ruled by different powers: the hot coastal region had come under Egyptian rule after centuries of Ottoman domination; the western lowlands lacked any form of centralised rule, and the central highland
was under the control of Ras Alula, a representative of Ethiopian Emperor Yohannes IV. After several military confrontations, the Italians declared Asmara in the central highlands to be the capital of their first colony, Eritrea. However, when they tried to use Eritrea as a base to make advances on Ethiopian territory, they were defeated by Ethiopian troops in the battle of Adwa in 1896. Consequently, they started to develop their colony economically and invested heavily in infrastructure, commercial agriculture and the search for precious materials. A substantial part of the local population received military training and served in the colonial wars in Libya, Somalia and later Ethiopia. The colonial administration made few changes to the traditional structures of local rule, and Eritrea’s nine ethnic groups continued to manage their affairs based on their respective customary laws, which to date continue to play an important role in conflict resolution. When Mussolini came to power, he tried to realise his short-lived dream of a larger Italian East Africa and occupied the Ethiopian capital Addis Ababa in 1936. Eritrea was used as a military base and witnessed an economic boom during World War II. However, Italy lost all her colonies in 1941, and the territory came under British military administration.

A short democratic episode: the British Military Administration

The British ruled Eritrea from 1941 until its federation with Ethiopia in 1952. During that period, the former Italian colony’s destiny was at stake. During the last years of World War II, Eritrea had reached its highest level of economic development with more than a thousand factories producing both military and consumer goods. However, after 1945 there was a recession and rising
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unemployment. At the same time, the British administrators allowed the foundation of political parties that were supposed to express the people's opinion in relation to Eritrea's future. Possible options were unification with Ethiopia, independence, and the separation of the territory between Sudan and Ethiopia, an option favoured by the British. It was the only time in history when Eritreans enjoyed freedom of speech and freedom of the press.

The Eritrean population was deeply split in regard to the future prospects for their country: the Tigrinya-speakers in the highlands preferred unity with Ethiopia because they had close cultural relations with the Ethiopian province of Tigray across the border. In addition, both Emperor Haile Selassie and the Christian Orthodox Church conducted intensive pro-Ethiopian propaganda campaigns and supported the Unionist Party that was founded in 1946. Its youth organisation had an armed wing that intimidated supporters of independence. In 1947, the Muslim League came into existence as a pro-independence party, because Muslims felt historically discriminated against and marginalised by the Ethiopian Empire, which had proclaimed Christianity as its state religion. Various UN Commissions visited Eritrea during the 1950s, but due to the deep rifts within the population, they did not reach a common conclusion. As a compromise, Eritrea was federated with Ethiopia but received its own, democratic constitution.

Eritrea under Ethiopian rule: Haile Selassie and the Derg Military Council

Shortly after Eritrea's federation with Ethiopia, Emperor Haile Selassie began to undermine the Eritrean constitution and opponents of unification were systematically harassed and had to flee the country in the 1950s. Accordingly, the Unionists acquired the majority in parliament. Strikes and student protests were also violently broken up and the clandestine underground Eritrean Liberation Movement was shattered. When Haile Selassie
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annexed Eritrea in 1962, the only democratic period the country has ever witnessed came to an end without protests by the international community.

At that time, Ethiopia had a centralistic political system, and protests in the peripheries were crushed by force. Eritreans, who had experienced democracy and civil liberties, protested more energetically against suppression by the Ethiopian government than other marginalised groups. The Muslim population had opposed unity with the Ethiopian Empire from the beginning because of their centuries-old experience of being plundered by Abyssinian warlords and their treatment as second-class citizens\(^3\). Resistance against Ethiopian rule emerged among the Orthodox Tigrinya-speakers when their mother tongue was replaced by Amharic as the official language and when they started to experience increasing economic marginalisation. Marxist resistance movements became stronger in many parts of Ethiopia, and in 1974 Haile Selassie was overthrown by a Military Council (\textit{Derg} in Amharic). Soon, radical forces under the leadership of Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam gained the upper hand and a wave of Red Terror swept through Ethiopia, including the Province of Eritrea. The situation declined sharply, and politically motivated murders, torture and forced disappearances became the rule of the day. Against this background, increasing numbers of Christians joined the Muslim-dominated Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF), which had initiated an armed struggle for independence in 1961\(^4\).

Thirty years of struggle for independence

From 1961 to the early 1970s, the armed struggle was dominated by Muslim fighters, but since the \textit{Derg} had come to power, some Christian-dominated groups split from the ELF and founded the
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Eritrean People’s Liberation Front (EPLF) under the leadership of today’s President Isaias Afwerki. It was overshadowed by a civil war between both movements and by ideologically cloaked power struggles. Isaias mobilised Christian fighters against the ELF and cooperated with the Tigray People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) in northern Ethiopia to oust the ELF from the field. In the early 1980s, both movements succeeded in driving ELF fighters to Sudan.

In 1977, the EPLF adopted a Marxist program and organised itself along the principles of democratic centralism with a Political Bureau and a Central Committee under the leadership of a Secretary General. Mass organisations for women and workers were founded to mobilise the people inside Eritrea and those who had fled abroad. Isaias Afwerki dominated the front from the very beginning. The EPLF changed its name into People’s Front for Democracy and Justice (PFDJ) in 1994, but kept its organisational structure. The Politburo and the Central Committee were never formally dismissed, even if many members are meanwhile dead, in exile or arrested.

In a nutshell, the people of Eritrea were the victims of numerous wars and armed struggles, and their experience of democracy was limited to the short period of British administration from 1941 to 1952. During the armed struggle, hundreds of thousands of people lost their lives due to war, famine and political persecution; close to one million Eritreans fled abroad during this challenging time. Accordingly, there was overwhelming joy when Ethiopian troops surrendered, the EPLF entered Asmara peacefully in 1991, and the fighters were welcomed as the liberators of Eritrea. However, the period of joy and relief was to be short-lived.
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A hopeful start: the first years of independence

The EPLF had joined forces with the TPLF in the 1970s in its fight against the *Derg* regime, although there had been various ideological issues that separated both Marxist organisations. The TPLF originally aimed at declaring independence of the northern province Tigray from Ethiopia, but took over power of the entire country with the help of the ruling coalition Ethiopia People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF). Since the TPLF agreed to Eritrea’s split from Ethiopia, the UN endorsed independence, and in a referendum held in 1993 an overwhelming majority of Eritreans voted in favour of the emerging state. However, this was to remain the only election being held at the national level. The EPLF took over the provisional government and Isaias Afewerki became Eritrea’s unelected president, while the EPLF departments were transformed into line ministries. The new government faced immense challenges: during the long years of war most of the infrastructure had been destroyed or damaged, and the educational and health sectors lay in shambles. Once flourishing industry was in tatters. The population was not only split along ethnic and religious lines, but there were additional rifts between former fighters and civilians, and between those inside the country and in the diaspora.

The government had quite detailed plans for how to rebuild the country and to develop the economy. In the political arena, it behaved with authoritarianism from the very beginning and banned the splinters of the former ELF from becoming active inside the country, thus depriving a large part of the population, most of them Muslims, of their right to political participation in their homeland.
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The political program of the PFDJ and the non-implemented constitution

Following independence, a Constitutional Commission composed of renowned experts was installed with the task of drafting a constitution in dialogue with the population. Among them were members of different ethnic and religious groups, regions and experts in customary law. The resulting constitution was ratified in 1997, but never implemented.

The EPLF/PFDJ also adopted a new program at its congress in Nakfa in 1994, which was supposed to cement its strong role in the new state. The organisation defined itself as a mass movement that was destined to dominate not only politics, but also the economy to foster development. Accordingly, former EPLF fighters took over central posts in the administration, and in the economic sphere the party left little space for private entrepreneurship: the import and export sectors, construction industries and all financial institutions were controlled by the PFDJ. Nevertheless, the first years of independence were characterised by a sense of optimism, and significant progress was made in the fields of education and health. Yet, everything was to change when a new war erupted between Eritrea and Ethiopia in 1998. The ruling elites on both sides can be held responsible for the ensuing devastating two-year long conflict over a hunk of barren land.

In the early 1990s, it seemed that the former brothers in arms of the EPLF and TPLF would cooperate politically and economically after having taken over the government in Eritrea and Ethiopia, respectively. But conflicts related to economic policies, re-exports of goods and other issues soon emerged and the situation deteriorated further when Eritrea introduced its own
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currency, the nakfa, in 1997. There were unresolved conflicts between the ruling elites of both countries, and in Ethiopia, the new TPLF-led ruling coalition was under pressure from political actors who opposed Eritrea’s independence, which had made Ethiopia a land-locked country. The boundary between both countries was determined in contracts between Italy as the former colonial power and Ethiopian Emperor Menelik II, but had never been demarcated on the ground. Ultimately, some relatively minor border issues developed into a devastating war that took the form of World War I-style trench warfare and cost some 100,000 lives. In the year 2000, Ethiopian troops occupied large portions of Eritrean territory for several weeks, before a peace treaty was signed in Algiers in December. The Eritrea Ethiopia Boundary Commission (EEBC), an international body based in The Hague was established to find a final and binding ruling for the border. Two years later, it handed down its decision and awarded the border town of Badme to Eritrea. However, Ethiopia has since refused to implement the EEBC’s decision, which resulted in a “no war no peace” situation between both countries.

From authoritarian system to personal autocracy

The political crisis of 2001 and the shift to one-man rule

In the aftermath of the war, there were heated discussions in Eritrea regarding the conduct of the war, and calls for national elections, the implementation of the constitution and political liberalisation became louder. The President faced growing criticism of his autocratic style of rule and his lack of cooperation with other members of the ruling elite. Among the population, the myth of an invincible liberation front was shattered, while the economy was heavily affected by the war, the internal
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displacement of hundreds of thousand people and the arrival of about 100,000 Ethiopians with Eritrean roots, who had been deported by the government in Addis Ababa during the war\textsuperscript{13}.

Dissent also grew among the PFDJ leadership, and many high-ranking cadres, including ministers, ambassadors and members of the military challenged the rule of President Isaias. In 2001, a group of prominent PFDJ members, who were to become known as the G15 wrote an open letter to Isaias, demanding democratic reforms, the implementation of the constitution and national elections. In addition, they called for a critical assessment of war conduct. The emerging free press participated actively in the ongoing political discussions and gave the reformers a public voice for their pleas. At the same time, a student movement made some cautious demands to improve the rights of students. The Chief Justice also criticised the accumulation of power in the hands of the president and demanded political non-interference in the judiciary.

President Isaias did not tolerate these events for a long time, and in September 2001 he cracked down on all dissenters and arrested the G15 except for four persons, three of whom had been abroad at the time and one who had renounced membership in the group. The journalists of the free press faced the same fate, and all of them have been languishing in jail without trial ever since. It is believed that most of them have died due to the abysmal conditions of detention\textsuperscript{14}.

The crackdown severely weakened the PFDJ as a political organisation, and the President did not hesitate to dismantle all the political institutions that could challenge his personalised rule. The National Assembly that consisted mainly of members of the ruling party’s Political Bureau and Central Committee met for the last time in 2002, for the purpose of condemning the actions


of the G15. The PFDJ was never to hold a congress again. The Chief Justice, Teame Beyene, was dismissed and the Supreme Court dismantled. Press freedom was strictly limited, and the state-owned media are only allowed to report alleged progress in development and the celebration of national holidays. Eritrea was ranked last in press freedom from 2007 to 2016 by Reporters Without Borders; in 2017 it changed places with North Korea and is now second to last.

As of today, the president rules with the support of a very small group of advisers, PFDJ cadres and high-ranking military personnel. The Cabinet of Ministers has consisted mainly of the same group of persons for many years, and can best be described as a clique of yes-men and yes-women who do not pose any danger to the power of their boss. Obviously, in this kind of political system, laws are issued by decree of the president.

The elimination of the judiciary: legal arbitrariness as political principle

In the absence of an implemented constitution, Eritrea’s judiciary was divided into a civil branch including so-called Community Courts (which rule mostly on the base of customary law), a so-called Special Court run by military men with the task of fighting corruption, and the remains of the Ethiopian legal system. In 2014, new civil and penal law codes were introduced, but have not been implemented since. In reality, most arrests take place without due process of law: people just disappear, and if they are lucky they are released several months later, mostly without even having been formally accused of an offence. Behind the scenes, secret committees of the national security apparatus, the police and the military interrogate the suspects and decide

---


their fate without any reference to a legal procedure. There are reports about prisoners who were “forgotten” behind bars. Simultaneously, Eritrea is controlled by State Security, which has woven a close-knit network of surveillance, and large numbers of omnipresent spies create a climate of fear and mutual mistrust.

The limitation of religious freedom: Christians and Muslims as enemies of the state

Officially, the EPLF did not intervene in religious affairs and opted for a secular state, in which practising one’s faith should be a strictly private matter. However, many Muslims and ELF supporters stress the fact that back in the 1970s, Isaias Afwerki founded the EPLF as a Christian organisation with the ultimate aim of chasing the Muslim-dominated ELF from Eritrean territory with the support of the equally Christian-dominated TPLF. After independence, hundreds of Muslims were arrested as alleged jihadists. For instance, 180 persons, most of them teachers, were imprisoned in 1993 because they refused to accept the government-supported mufti. They have remained in custody without trial ever since. Large numbers of Muslim elders and traditional community leaders have been arrested over the years for criticising the government’s policies.

However, the fate of many Christians was not better, since the President was ready to crack down on any Christian denomination which he considered dangerous to his rule. Members of the small community of Jehovah’s Witnesses became his first victims. According to their religious conviction, they did not vote in the referendum for independence and refused to participate in military training. Accordingly, their citizenship was revoked in 1994, and 73 of them were arrested and have been in prison ever since.

---

The remaining members of the community are not allowed to hold business licences and face exclusion and marginalisation.\footnote{“Eritrea: 20 Years and Counting – The Exceptional Persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses”, \textit{Human Rights Concern Eritrea}, 2014, \url{http://hrc-eritrea.org/eritrea-20-years-and-counting-the-exceptional-persecution-of-jehovahs-witnesses/}}

The next victims of religious persecution became the evangelical or Pentecostal communities, which had started to spread in the country after the border war. Eritrean Christians make up about one half of the population. The majority belongs to the Orthodox Church; about 10\% of the population is Catholic or Lutheran. At the beginning of the millennium, the Pente churches, as they are called in Eritrea, became attractive for many of the war-traumatised young Eritreans who regarded them as an alternative to the militaristic ideology of the state. The government reacted harshly to the spread of the evangelical movement: in 2002, all religious faiths except Sunni Islam, Orthodoxy, Catholic and Lutheran Christianity were prohibited, and thousands of adherents of the Pente churches were imprisoned. Their number reached 2,000 to 3,000 in 2010, among them 40 pastors.\footnote{US Commission on International Religious Freedom, \textit{USCIRF Annual Report 2010 - Countries of Particular Concern: Eritrea}, 2 April 2010, \url{www.unhcr.org/ref-world/docid/4be284091a.html}}

Even a reform movement within the Orthodox Church was suppressed, and in 2007 the Orthodox Patriarch Abune Antonios was discharged due to his alleged interference in state affairs. He has remained under house arrest ever since, despite his old age and poor health. In today’s Eritrea, the general climate of fear turns even practising one’s religion into a possible act of treason, and most critically-thinking religious leaders have been silenced. The only exception are the four Catholic bishops of the country, who published a Pastoral Letter in 2014 that presents a critical analysis of the sad state of society and clearly points out the reasons for the ongoing mass exodus.\footnote{“Pastoral Letter of the Catholic Bishops of Eritrea: ‘Where is your Brother’”, Asmara, 2014, \url{http://www.eparchyofkeren.com/topics/WHERE%20IS%20YOUR%20BROTHER.pdf}}
The political repression-economic hardship circle behind a mass exodus

The militarisation of society and the introduction of a command economy

It has become a well-known fact that most Eritreans flee their homeland to escape the open-ended military and national service. However, it is more complicated to comprehend the full picture of the underlying organisational principle of the Eritrean nation-state: a combination of societal militarisation, a command economy, and recently we have been seeing an attempt to de-monetise the economy. The growing diaspora is a stabilizing factor, because it sustains the system financially and serves as a valve for political frustration: young people are busy planning their escape instead of working out strategies for how to topple the government, especially after the failed coup of 201323.

But let us follow the events that led to the current state of affairs in chronological order: shortly after President Isaias emerged victorious from the political crisis that had challenged his supremacy in 2001, the EEBC pronounced its decision that the border town of Badme belonged to Eritrea in spring 2002. The Ethiopian government accepted the decision “in principle”, but refused to implement it despite its final and binding character, demanding a dialogue instead. The Eritrean government refused to engage in any process of negotiation and took the situation as another proof of Eritrea being a victim of international conspiracies and being let down by the guarantors of the Algiers Peace Agreement, namely the US, the EU, and the AU24.

It decided to take measures that were to change the character of Eritrean society and the lives of the common people from the bottom up. At the end of the same year, the regime introduced the so-called Warsay-Yikealo Development Campaign (WYDC), which is a synonym for the indefinite duration of national service. This means that all men of productive age and women between 18 and 27 must work for the state, for the ruling party or for military enterprises for pocket money and for undefined periods of time. The campaign implies the systematic use of forced labour by a government that deprives its population of the personal freedom to choose one’s work and place of residence freely and is severely curtailing freedom of movement.

All students, both male and female, who want to finish secondary education are supposed to spend their last school year at the Sawa military training camp, which simultaneously serves as a boarding school. Only a fraction of the students are allowed to continue their education at one of Eritrea’s colleges, the only institutions that provide higher education since the University of Asmara was closed in 2006. Those who do not make it are kept in the military, some of them having to serve as soldiers, others as workers on plantations that are run by generals, and many are employed at infrastructure projects. Some of the recruits have the chance to get some vocational training, others do not. Those who finish college are not exempted from national service: they work as teachers or in the administration, but they are still national service recruits who cannot freely choose their place of work. They receive only pocket money, which is insufficient to support their families. So it is not surprising that most of those who are trapped in the service try to flee the country, many of
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25 The term “Yikealo” refers to a wise and knowledgeable person – denoting the fighter generation who struggled for independence. “Warsay” means heir or follower – referring to the young generation.

them with the support of human smugglers. There are substantial numbers of unaccompanied minors among Eritrean refugees in Ethiopia and Sudan, because many try to leave the country before they reach the conscription age of eighteen years.

The militarisation of society came along with a change of the economic structure. At the time of independence, the government had taken over the socialist system of its predecessor, the Ethiopian Derg regime, which had nationalised all larger enterprises. On the other hand, about 80% of the population continued to practice subsistence agriculture or pastoralism and were largely excluded from the modern economy. During the 1990s, the government’s Macro Policy aimed at a cautious path towards privatisation and liberalisation of the economy, although the PFDJ leadership under the firm hand of Hagos Ghebrehiwot “Kisha”, its Head of Financial Affairs, kept its firm grip on the economy, on the financial sector and on import-export trade. Many diaspora Eritreans who had hoped to invest in the emerging market economy and to start their own business were disappointed and left the country for good. Things turned worse after the border war and the introduction of the WYDC. In 2005, the government ousted almost all foreign donors and NGOs from the country, and in 2006 all private firms were banned from working in the construction sector. Many state-run companies such as beverage factories (Coca Cola, Asmara brewery) or food processing plants became non-operational and the private sector was reduced to small and micro business such as groceries, footwear and clothing shops, stationery stores, bars and restaurants or market stalls. What remained of the economy was distributed among the power-holders within the political elite: the PFDJ continues to control the construction sector and runs various construction companies, dominates the import-export business via the Nacfa Corporation, and transnational financial transactions via the Himbol money exchange. The military has emerged as a powerful economic actor, running cash-crop farms, and is also active in infrastructure construction. However, Eritrea’s military does not function as one strong corporation, but is instead divided into fiefdoms run by generals, many
of whom are deeply corrupt and involved in illegal businesses like the smuggling of goods and people and black-market trade\(^{27}\). The Ministry of Defence has been powerless since the post-war period and currently the post of minister is vacant. This system led to a sharp deterioration of the economy and a shortage of all sorts of basic consumer goods such as sugar, cooking oil and fuels, and a breakdown in electricity supply.

These developments caused an ongoing mass exodus from the country because people were no longer able to earn a living from their work and to support their families, be it in the traditional agricultural and pastoral subsistence sectors or in the wage economy. Even government employees such as teachers, administrative workers and health personnel are unable to support themselves. Consequently, the diaspora has become the main provider of cash for Eritreans inside the country. Not only does the government raise about one third of its budget from a 2% diaspora tax\(^{28}\), but most Eritreans abroad support their families at home by sending remittances.

Eritrea’s currency, the nakfa has been tied to the US dollar at a rate of 1:15 for many years, which means it is severely over-valued. This led to the development of a flourishing black market that provided rates of up to 1:50 nakfa. The government’s approach to containing this market has been inconsistent, because many officials are involved in black market operations, and the diaspora mainly remits through the black market. However, since illegal activities such as contraband trade and human trafficking have become rampant in recent years, the government decided to introduce a “currency reform” in late 2015, namely the exchange of the existing nakfa bank notes against new ones. All nakfa notes in circulation were declared invalid and had to be turned in. In exchange, only 20,000 nakfa per person could


be obtained in cash, the rest had to be deposited at a bank. Since then, it has been impossible to withdraw more than 5,000 nakfa per month and household, and businessmen are required to perform their transactions by using cheques (Eritrea’s banking system has remained rudimentary and lacks ATM’s, online banking and other modern ways of transferring money). This can be seen as an attempt by the ruling group to increase its control over cash flows, but the system has been hollowed out by the continuing influx of remittance money through the black market. Eritreans in exile pay to financial intermediaries in hard currencies, and their relatives at home collect the exchange in nakfa from black market traders, most of whom are close to the government. This kind of command economy stifles any kind of market-based economic development, and Eritrea’s once-promising industrial enterprises remain under-utilised or are simply left to decay.

One of the major reasons for the mass exodus of the population shown in Figure 1 is the government’s attempt to control the economy via the military and the PFDJ, and to use the population inside the country as forced labourers in the name of national security. Initially, it tried to prevent people from fleeing by shoot-to-kill orders at the borders and by punishing relatives for the flight of their children through hefty fines or imprisonment. However, it seems that the ruling clique has now come to terms with the phenomenon and relies on its sophisticated transnational structures to control the diaspora and to indoctrinate and mobilise Eritreans abroad for its purposes. In addition, Eritreans who live outside the country are forced to maintain their relatives at home, who suffer under an inhumane and unsustainable political and economic system.

---


30 N. Hirt and M. Abdulkader Saleh, “By Way of Patriotism, Coercion or Instrumentalization: How the Eritrean regime makes use of the diaspora to..."
Flight routes

Flight from Eritrea as a mass phenomenon started during the struggle for independence, when an estimated one million Eritreans left their homeland due to the atrocities of war. The majority settled in neighbouring Sudan, but hundreds of thousands made their way to Europe, the US, Canada, Australia and to the Persian Gulf countries. Following independence, only a fraction of these former war refugees returned, and even the staunchest supporters of the EPLF preferred to remain in the safety of their host countries, where many had become naturalised citizens after decades of exile. The existence of this established diaspora has also been shaping the current mass exodus, because many Eritrean refugees try to reach the countries where diaspora Eritreans enjoy good living conditions.

stabilise its rule”, *Globalizations*, 1 March 2017.
However, it is a new development that Eritreans are now fleeing to the alleged enemy Ethiopia, which is currently hosting about 160,000 Eritrean refugees, mostly in camps in the northern regions of Tigray and Afar. Sudan is hosting similar numbers of Eritrean refugees, although it is impossible to know exact figures, since many of them regard Sudan not as their final destiny, but as a stepping-stone and transit country on their way to Europe. Similarly, most Eritreans in Ethiopia do not see prospects for their future in the host country, especially those who do not profit from the government’s out-of-camp policy that allows some Eritreans to study at universities or to make a living in the cities, mostly in the capital Addis Ababa, if they are able to provide for themselves31.

The classical flight route (Figure 2) leads from Ethiopia to Sudan and from Sudan to Libya, where boats are used to transport people to the shores of Italy under significant risks, which have become well known to the European public, yet without triggering an adequate response. Human traffickers are involved in almost all cases in arranging the journeys through Sudan and Libya and arranging boat trips to cross the Mediterranean.

A short but tragic *intermezzo*: destination Israel and human trafficking to the Sinai Peninsula

In 2009, Silvio Berlusconi as Italy’s Prime Minister and Libya’s dictator Muammar Gaddafi signed a billion-euros deal: Italy pledged to pay large sums of money as a compensation for its colonisation of Libya, and in return Gaddafi promised to curb the influx of refugees to Italy. Initially, the agreement worked as intended, and thousands of stranded refugees were detained in Libya, which was no party of the Geneva refugee convention. Consequently, Eritreans and a number of Sudanese refugees escaping from the Darfur crisis discovered Israel as a new destination, which could be reached without a hazardous sea journey.
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Israel reacted by building a wall along its border with Egypt on the Sinai Peninsula for the purpose of stopping the flow of refugees once and for all, which was finalised in 2012. The Israeli government regards the refugees as infiltrators, and has not been granting them refugee status, forcing a considerable number to stay in prison-like facilities like the Holot camp. In the meantime, a vicious network of human trafficking developed, in which members of the nomadic Rashaida tribe that inhabits areas inside Eritrea and the Sudan sold Eritrean refugees to Bedouins on the Sinai Peninsula, who tortured them while they were forced to phone relatives in Europe or elsewhere to extract ransoms up to US$ 50,000 before they were released\textsuperscript{32}. These crimes have not been persecuted by the Egyptian authorities.

**European policies to curb migration: the Khartoum Process and its consequences**

Following the fall of Gaddafi in 2011 and the end of functioning statehood, the refugees’ flight routes returned to Libya, where different actors have since been involved in the smuggling business. Many of them are also forcing refugees to pay ransoms before they are allowed to try their luck and board a boat heading for Italian shores\textsuperscript{33}. In 2014 Europe was not only overwhelmed by the influx of hundreds of thousands of Syrians and other refugees via the Balkan route, but numbers of Eritrean refugees reaching Italy also touched a peak of 30,000 people (although only 480 sought asylum there, while the vast majority decided to move to other European countries, see Figure 3)\textsuperscript{34}.


\textsuperscript{33} *Human Trafficking and Smuggling in the Horn of Africa – Central Mediterranean Route*, SAHAN/IGAD Report 2016, [https://igad.int/attachments/1284_ISSP%20Sahan%20HST%20Report%202018i2016%20FINAL%20FINAL.pdf](https://igad.int/attachments/1284_ISSP%20Sahan%20HST%20Report%202018i2016%20FINAL%20FINAL.pdf)

\textsuperscript{34} Eurostat data from GSDRC, *Rapid fragility and migration assessment for Eritrea (Rapid
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Consequently, the EU engaged in the Khartoum Process, which is meant to engage with African heads of state, including ruthless dictators like Isaias Afewerki and Sudan’s Omar al Bashir, both of whom are accused of having committed crimes against humanity. One aim is to enhance border controls, which sounds odd in the case of the Eritrean-Sudanese border, where shoot-to-kill orders are in place on the Eritrean side, even if they are no longer consistently applied. In Sudan, the infamous militias that were formerly known as Janjaweed, which had carried out numerous atrocities in Darfur, are now patrolling the border with Egypt, and in the past two years at least hundreds if not thousands of Eritreans have been arrested on their journey towards Libya, while some of them were reportedly deported back to their homeland and arrested\(^{35}\).

On the other hand, little has been achieved by European politicians to tackle the roots of the mass exodus from Eritrea, which is mainly the open-ended national service that has developed into a system of institutionalised forced labour for the military and the PFDJ ruling party. The EU approved a new aid package worth €200 million in late 2015, mainly to boost the renewable energy sector. Little to no pressure has been exerted on the government to improve its appalling human rights record, to reform the command economy, to develop a program for the demobilisation of conscripts, many of whom have been serving for two decades without compensation, and to return to a path of democratisation. Europe as a guarantor of the Algiers Peace Agreement has not even bothered to engage in pressuring for a solution of the lingering border conflict between Eritrea and Ethiopia, which serves as an excuse by the government to hold the entire population captive unless they manage to flee the country\(^{36}\).


\(^{36}\) N. Hirt, “No Lessons Learned: Europe’s unconditional engagement with the

Conclusion

Retrospectively, Eritrea has witnessed few periods of peace and stability and has been involved in bilateral and civil wars throughout history. However, what we have been witnessing since 2001 is a deliberate state of “no war no peace” that is used to justify the imposition of a temporally unlimited national and military service on the population, which has disrupted most normal economic activities and prevents people from becoming breadwinners in their own homeland. The government, which profits from the growing diaspora through a 2% rehabilitation tax imposed on all Eritreans abroad and from the remittances that they send to their kin at home, has shown no readiness to solve the political conflict with Ethiopia, which serves as justification.
for its failed policies. Ethiopia in turn has shown no readiness to leave the town of Badme, which has been awarded to Eritrea, but serves as a national symbol rather than having any material value. By doing so, it avoids possible internal protests and can simply watch how the Eritrean regime engages in self-destructive policies that have brought development to a halt. If Europe is serious in its attempts to curb the refugee influx by combating the causes of flight, it should engage in a political process to solve the border conflict between Eritrea and Ethiopia and should abide by its own human right standards instead of giving financial support to autocratic governments to hunt down refugees on the run. In addition, the EU must pressure for reforms of the national service as preconditions for financial support for a government that is still attributing the flight of its people to vicious international conspiracies\textsuperscript{37} instead of critically reflecting on the results of its policies.

6. Nigeria: Leaving Africa’s Giant

Aderanti Adepoju

The power of demographic and economic trends in Africa’s largest economy

Nigeria is Africa’s demographic giant and the seventh most populous country in the world. With an estimated population of over 186 million in 2016, one African in five is a Nigerian, and over half of the west African population lives in the country. Growing annually at 3%, the country’s population is projected to become the third largest in the world by 2050. About 44% of the population is under age 15, while 35% are between ages 15 and 30, in the prime of productivity and reproduction. This youthful population constitutes both opportunities and challenges for development. At this rate, government will be faced with the daunting challenge to triple facilities in education, health, housing and employment simply to cope with the demands of the rapidly growing, young population.

Rapid population growth places a tremendous strain on development as the disparity between labour force growth and job creation creates migratory pressures by generating high rates of under- and un-employment. Instability resulting from political, religious and ethnic conflicts is another strong migration-determinant factor. Widespread poverty and human deprivation, and the deterioration of the wellbeing of the vast majority of the Nigerian population have created sustained pressure for labour emigration.

---

1 UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA), World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision, New York, 2017.
Nigeria has a large number of out-of-school children and young adults with limited literacy and numeracy skills who have little prospect of joining the formal workforce. The transition rate from secondary to higher-education institutions is low, throwing millions of youths prematurely into the labour market. Indeed a recent World Bank Group report on Nigeria’s labour market cautioned that the country needs 40 to 50 million additional jobs to absorb its rapidly growing population\(^2\). The polarised job market ensures that only a small proportion of the population benefits from economic growth while the vast majority is trapped in low-productivity and traditional subsistence activities. Decades of neglect of the rural agricultural sector have resulted in impoverished rural areas and fuelled urban growth, resulting in almost half of the population (48\%) living in congested urban areas, especially the large cities – Lagos, in particular.

In 2014, Nigeria also became Africa’s economic giant, overtaking South Africa as a result of the reclassification and expansion of its service sector. The oil and gas sector accounts for about 35\% of gross domestic product and revenue from petroleum exports represents over 90\% of total export revenue\(^3\). The private sector, normally the engine of economic growth, has been handicapped by epileptic power generation, forcing manufacturing industries to operate at a quarter of capacity and thus rendering their production uncompetitive. Many have relocated to neighbouring countries, especially Ghana.

The globally declining price of oil since late 2014 means that the government’s revenue has shrunk below sustainable levels, leading to inflation, devaluation of the national currency, wage freezes and widespread unemployment.

Poverty is widespread in Nigeria and the situation has worsened over the years. As income inequality persists and increases, the notion of enhancing of people’s quality of life by improving

---


basic human capabilities – knowledge, longevity and income – and expanding access to education, health and job opportunities has become largely a mirage. The Human Development Index that measures improvement in basic human capabilities for Nigeria has been consistently among the worst globally since 1980, in spite of the substantial growth of the economy in recent years⁴.

Although Nigeria recorded remarkable economic growth in the last decade and especially in the 2000-2014 period, this growth was neither inclusive nor translated into significant social and human development; instead it was characterised by persistent poverty and unemployment, a situation aptly called “jobless growth”⁵.

The Structural Adjustment Programme implemented by the government from 1986 on led to drastic reductions in spending, especially in the education and health sectors, leading, not surprisingly, to inadequate facilities, low wages, frequent strikes and closures. Thousands of students were unable to complete their courses on time, and employers complained that many university graduates were simply unemployable. Parents who could not afford the increased cost of schooling simply withdrew their children.

Nigeria’s politics has been marred by instability and corruption, which stalls development and erodes investors’ confidence. Transitions between regimes are erratic and precarious and lead to uncertainties about the country’s future, forcing many people, especially the young, to seek alternative and better livelihoods abroad. It is precisely the feeling of a dismal future that fuels the desperation of people – both skilled and unskilled, men and women alike – in seeking greener pastures abroad⁶.

⁶ A. Adepoju and A. Van der Wiel, *Seeking Greener Pastures Abroad. A Migration
How many...? The problematic estimates of Nigerian migrants

Estimates of migration flows based on information provided by border control posts are generally inadequate. Border regulations can be circumvented and Nigeria’s extensive and porous land borders make monitoring of cross-border migration very difficult.

Information on the stock and flow of Nigerians abroad is not available in statistical organisations within the country. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs does not have such information, and also claims that Nigerian missions abroad do not maintain a register of nationals in their respective jurisdictions. Embassy sources claim that they usually track only nationals who have been detained or imprisoned, and those awaiting deportation who need urgent assistance from the missions7.

Estimates of the numbers of Nigerians living in developed countries are more available in the destination countries than they are in Nigeria. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) annually publishes statistics on international migration in member states, for those resident in regular situations, and especially highly skilled professionals. The United Nations Population Division also publishes global data on international migration, as does the Migration Policy Institute, based in Washington DC. The Sussex Centre for Migration Research also maintains a database on international migration. But figures from these sources often underestimate the total stock of immigrants from Nigeria, as is the case with other nationals resident abroad, principally because an unknown number reside in destination countries in irregular situations.

Another indirect source of estimates on the flow of Nigerian emigrants to the EU countries and other destinations in Africa,
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Asia and Latin America can be obtained through the numbers of visa applications. But this information is often classified and is not readily accessible to researchers. With respect to intra-regional migration, the major source of current information is derived from the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Commission’s publications.

**Nigerians abroad**

Nigeria is a country with a variety of migration configurations, including cross-border movements, migration of contract workers, labour migrants (especially from rural to urban situations) and migration of skilled professionals. To this list must be added irregular migration and human trafficking. In the latter case, as with the situation across the country, a variety of factors, including deepening poverty, deteriorating living conditions, persistent unemployment, conflicts and human deprivation have fostered an environment in which human trafficking flourishes.

Estimates of the number of Nigerians abroad range from 0.9 million (according to OECD statistics) to twenty million (as stated by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Nigeria). This vast discrepancy is partly related to the poor definition of who is classified as a migrant – in either regular or irregular situations – and the definition of the diaspora. The diaspora includes second- and third-generation Nigerians who were born overseas and are foreign passport holders, but still maintain close ties with, and send remittances to, their families at home.

As indicated in Table 1 and Figure 1, Nigerians are widely dispersed in many countries of the world. While they are to be found living and working in large numbers in Europe and North America, by far the largest concentration is in sub-Saharan Africa where an estimated 3 million or more live.

---

The emigration of Nigerians is mainly intra-regional within the ECOWAS community, largely facilitated by the protocol on the free movement of persons. Nigeria also hosts large numbers of nationals from ECOWAS countries as well as from other parts of the continent. Beyond the west African sub-region, important destinations include South Africa and some other African countries. There is a large stock of Nigerians residing in Sudan, Cameroon and Gabon. Officials estimate that there are millions of Nigerians in the diaspora in Sudan and Cameroon.

**Tab. 1 - Estimate of migrants from Nigeria living in different world regions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Nigerian population</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Asia and Pacific</td>
<td>37,878</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe and Central Asia</td>
<td>954,154</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and Caribbean</td>
<td>10,950</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>145,703</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>763,401</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>61,776</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>3,197,540</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,171,405</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 1, compiled from a household survey that asked respondents to indicate the country of residence of their relatives, friends and others living abroad, shows the spread of destinations for Nigerian emigrants. By far, the US comes out top, followed at a distance by the UK, South Africa and the Gambia.

From the middle of the XX century, emigration from Nigeria was directed towards the UK and the US. Beginning from the
1980s, however, the collapse of the price of oil led to a sharp decline in government revenue and a rapid deterioration in living conditions as mentioned above – forcing many professionals to market their skills internationally. During 1987 and 1989, over 100,000 professionals and technicians emigrated from Nigeria to the UK, US, the Gulf States and Canada⁹.

**From trickles to a stream**

Before the 1986 Structural Adjustment Programme began to bite hard and deep, local/domestic salaries were internationally
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competitive. The naira, the local currency, was strong, almost at par with the US dollar. Inflation was low and so was the cost of living. All that changed, and in the 1990s, paramedics, nurses and doctors were easily recruited to work in the oil-rich countries of the Middle East (Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates). An emigration that had started in trickles became a stream.

Nigerian emigration soon diversified to Europe, America, Canada and other previously unconventional destinations such as Australia and Asia. Then followed the next stream of less skilled workers who emigrated as construction labourers and workers in the “3D” – Dirty, Dangerous and Demeaning – jobs that nationals scorn. Most of these found their way via irregular situations and without proper documentation. Their relatively huge earnings and the remittances they were sending home, as well as their investment in real estate in their home place, provided a spur for others to emulate them. As the domestic situation deteriorated in the 1990s, professors, engineers, medical personnel and other specialists chose to emigrate to South Africa, Botswana, Kuwait, the US, Germany, the UK and other EU countries.10

More than half of the 247,500 Nigerians resident in OECD countries in 2002 were highly skilled professionals. By mid-2003, one third of the 25,000 doctors registered in Nigeria had emigrated – that year alone, 2,855 doctors registered with the American Medical Association. Also 20% of registered pharmacists had emigrated. Indeed, between 2000 and 2006, almost 22,000 health workers had left the country. The draft National Policy on Health in 2006 estimates that about 26% of Nigerian doctors are either working abroad or have changed professions and were in more financially rewarding jobs.11

The exodus of professionals also had a gender dimension. Globally, women represent about half (48%) of international migrants. Female international migration from Nigeria has been increasing, with women representing 46.5% of the total

international migrant stock from Nigeria in 2005, compared to 36.2% in 1960. The demographic pattern of ageing populations in developed countries has also created a demand for workers in the elderly-care industry. Nigerian nurses and caregivers, along with Ghanaians and Filipinos have flooded this sector\textsuperscript{12}.

Since the 1990s, a significant proportion of women, single and married, have emigrated independently from rural areas in search of employment in the cities, and, increasingly, also to developed countries. In June 1990, for example, about 5,000 female nurses were interviewed in Lagos for job placements in the US and Canada. Earlier, 936 nurses or midwives and 246 doctors were recruited in Port Harcourt by agencies that had established recruitment centres in several parts of the country\textsuperscript{13}. Once set in motion, the emigration of female nurses took firm root. In 2004, the National Association of Nigerian Nurses and Midwives received requests for the verification of 5,619 nurses seeking employment abroad. This number had risen to 57,722 in 2005\textsuperscript{14}. In addition, an unknown number were recruited by private agencies to work in care homes for the elderly.

The major countries of destination for Nigerian international migrants are the US and the EU – specifically the UK, Germany, Spain, Netherlands and France. Based on visas issued in 2007, the corresponding figures are the UK (121,747), France (20,703), Germany (16,973), the Netherlands (13,421), Spain (4,833), Italy (4,725), and Ireland (4,200). The US also issued 27,000 visas in 2007. The figures derived from OECD sources indicate that in 2001 the foreign-born population of Nigerians in the UK

was 86,958, and in Ireland 8,900 in 2002. By 2005, an estimated 9,000 entered the UK, rising to 10,000 in 2010, and a slight decline to 8,000 in 2015. Correspondingly, 2,200 Nigerians entered Canada in 2005, 3,900 in 2010 and 4,100 in 2015. In Italy, the figures are 2,700, 4,800 and 8,900, respectively. But these figures underestimate the total stock of Nigerians as an unknown number are also resident in irregular situations in these countries.

Figure 2 shows the increasing emigration of Nigerians to the top destination countries – the US, UK, Italy, Canada and Ireland over the period from 2005 to 2012, according to the statistics from both OECD and the World Bank, a period that also corresponds to the “jobless growth” (economic growth that failed to generate employment) and political challenges in the country. The “highly skilled professionals” programme in the UK and the diversity green card lottery programme and family unification schemes in the US have offered opportunities for Nigerian skilled workers to migrate in large numbers to these countries.

Key drivers of Nigerian migration

Issues usually considered as important factors in causing migration are demographic pressures, political instability, bad governance, low economic performance, and high poverty levels. Rapid population growth, combined with unstable politics, escalating ethnic conflicts, persistent economic decline and poverty, have shaped the trends and patterns of international migration in Nigeria as elsewhere in Africa. Unemployment, which is profoundly concentrated among young people – male and female – in urban areas, is the major driver of migration. Initially localised among secondary school leavers, the pool of unemployed persons has stretched gradually to encompass even graduates of higher-education institutions.

---
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The lack of decent wages for the majority of workers also propels emigration since few earn a living wage – the others becoming the “working poor” whose wages and salaries are often not paid regularly and even then are insufficient for a minimum decent living standard.

Underemployment, especially in the informal sector, and the skills deficit amongst young job seekers also reflects the above-mentioned deterioration in the education sector that lacks modern training facilities, equipment and, most importantly, motivation amongst teachers. Strikes are frequent, closures of school widespread and the output of students has been deteriorating in

**Fig. 2 - Migrants from Nigeria to selected countries 2005 and 2012 (000s)**

Source: *The Economist*, based on World Bank and OECD data
quality. Youth’s perception of the future is bleak and tainted with uncertainty.

Deteriorating infrastructure, especially power deficiency, has led many industries to operate at very low and unsustainable capacity. Many firms, especially the textile and manufacturing companies, have had extra expenses to cover the costs of generating their power, as well as of water and security needs. They thus find their products uncompetitive and many have had to close their ventures. Insecurity in many parts of the country – Boko Haram in the north-east, militants in the Niger Delta region – have scared off investors and resulted in fewer employment-generating enterprises. Corruption is widespread and has had a severely negative impact on employment generation so that doing business becomes unnecessarily expensive in both time and cost – and through the skimming off of investible funds into private treasuries.

The internet has facilitated communication but it has also increased the flow of false and exaggerated information regarding living conditions abroad, and many young people are under undue peer pressure as a result.

The post-2014 downturn in the economy resulted in a lower level of funding to all three levels of the education sector. An outcome of this, affecting teachers as well as students, was an increasing trend of college-level lecturers – and even some at the secondary level – migrating to other countries in Africa, the Middle East, Europe and the United States, to seek better-paying opportunities. As the education system collapsed, Nigerian students started seeking admission to universities and higher institutions of learning in other parts of Africa and in Western countries, in part to enhance their employability in the labour

market. After such migration, these students tend to stay on to obtain employment, thus draining Nigeria of their skills and education.

The precise number of migrating students is unknown but is believed to be between 50,000 and 100,000, making Nigeria by far the largest supplier of African students to universities in developed countries, especially the UK and US. Currently about 25,000 Nigerian students are studying in the UK. In 2016, Nigeria was reckoned to be the leading source of African students and fourteenth-largest source of international graduate students in the UK. According to a recent US Open Doors Report on International Educational Exchange, 10,674 Nigerians were studying in the United States during the 2015-16 academic year. Nigeria is followed by Ghana (3,049 students), Kenya (3,019), and South Africa (1,813)\(^{19}\).

The year 1994 provided yet another opportunity for destination diversification for Nigerian emigrants. Political independence in South Africa opened huge opportunities in the education sector, commerce and industry which Nigerian professors, artisans and those with related skills quickly occupied. Many found this a convenient alternative to migrating to Europe, which was becoming more restrictive in its immigration policies\(^{20}\). The situation soon turned sour, however, with immigrants being blamed for the ills in society, especially general crime and drug trafficking. Other areas included unemployment, urban congestion and housing shortages, leading to heightened xenophobia and sporadic attacks on immigrants, especially Nigerians and Somalis who were visible in trade and commerce. In 2014 and, to a lesser extent in 2017, violent xenophobic attacks targeted foreigners, mostly Nigerians, in several cities in South Africa\(^{21}\).

---

Libya was also a focal point – both as a destination and transit country – for migrants heading towards Europe. But with the collapse of the Gaddafi regime, many of these migrants were stranded, apprehended and deported. In 2017, on top of the several hundreds earlier repatriated, about 155 people were being repatriated monthly by the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) in chartered planes. Several were reportedly killed, maimed and robbed of their property. Others attempted the dangerous trip in rickety boats that often capsised, drowning many. The most fatal was in April 2015 in which 800 people, mostly Nigerians, perished off the coast of Italy.

Irregular migration and the West’s “closed door” policies

The limited capacity of the country’s labour market and poor governance and human rights abuses have fuelled the emigration of young educated persons in a desperate bid to reach EU countries. Many youths have entered the Maghreb in the hope of crossing to Europe via southern European outposts, especially the Spanish Canary Islands and the Italian island of Lampedusa.

As youth unemployment has worsened and socio-political and economic conditions and poverty have deteriorated, in desperation, many youths risk everything to fight their way hazardous-ly to rich countries with the assistance of traffickers and bogus agencies, in search of the illusory green pastures. Increasingly, undocumented migrants find their way clandestinely to developed

**LEAVING AFRICA’S GIANT**

key drivers of Nigerian migration

Source: ISPI
countries through intermediate countries and are to be found in southern Europe, the US, the Middle East, and central and southern Africa.

The “closed door” policy of the EU has inadvertently – though not surprisingly – boosted irregular migration by youths bent on securing entry into these more prosperous countries. Faced with strict immigration control measures and tightened barriers to legal entry in what has become a fortressed Europe, a growing number of young people are involved in daredevil ventures, stowed away beneath ships’ decks or in the luggage compartments of commercial aircraft – manifestations of their desperation to enter Europe.

In theory, young people face four options, none of which seems to be in their favour: to acquire a high level of education – which many cannot access; to go back to the rural agricultural sector – which is not attractive; to learn a trade and be self-employed, or to migrate. The latter option has been the choice for many youths, even as opportunities for regular migration to developed countries have been severely curtailed by strict entry and immigration rules, by economic deterioration and by adverse public opinion and xenophobia against immigrants. Many young people who opt for irregular migration are confronted with severe challenges, including life in slave-like situations, apprehension and deportation in inhumane circumstances, humiliation on return. And of course the highest price is death, either at sea or along the Mediterranean route. For many of these unsuccessful irregular migrants, the financial cost is also enormous. Resources that could have been otherwise invested in SMEs to generate self-employment for sustainable livelihood at home were used to organise botched migration.

The migration crisis of 2015 was the peak of migration calamities as thousands of would-be migrants and refugees swarmed the Mediterranean routes in an attempt to forcibly enter Europe. Of the estimated 1.2 million asylum seekers and mixed migrants, some 14,000 claimed to be Nigerians – this excluding the 4,000 people reported dead during the year due to dehydration as they
attempted to cross the Sahara desert and fatalities on rickety boats in the Mediterranean. The UNHCR estimates that in 2016 over 37,000 Nigerians arrived in Italy via the Mediterranean at which time they constituted about 31% of migrant arrivals, followed at a distance by Eritreans at 11%. The situation has been made more difficult due to the thousands of displaced persons arriving in south-eastern Europe from war-ravaged Syria, Afghanistan and other Middle Eastern countries.

** Trafficking in persons **

Recent years have witnessed a gradual increase in the smuggling of migrants and trafficking in human beings within, to and from Nigeria. The human trafficking and smuggling map is complicated, involving diverse places of origin within the country. Nigeria's vast and porous borders make the job of effectively policing immigration and emigration a Herculean task.

Trafficking in human beings involves intermediaries or third parties, especially in criminal gangs. Indeed, in recent years the trafficking of women and children as commercial sex workers or as exploited domestic servants, has assumed alarming proportions, infringing on the human rights of the victims.

It is estimated that 40,000 to 45,000 Nigerian women have become victims of trafficking since the beginning of the century. Of these, approximately two-thirds have gone to Europe and the remaining third to the Gulf States. Traffickers offer young women a passage to Europe, usually luring them with promises of good jobs, which all too often ends in prostitution. The pact is sealed through religious rituals and is perceived by the migrant as binding. Once these migrants have repaid their debt, it is not

---
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uncommon for those who have become prostitutes to enter the trafficking networks themselves, and to begin recruiting new women.

The media is awash with reports of the trafficking of Nigerian girls to southern Europe, especially to Italy, under the guise of a promise of a better life, work, marriage and education. In 2003, the National Agency for the Protection of Trafficking in Persons (NAPTIP) was established, with a renewed mandate in 2005 to arrest, detain and prosecute offenders trafficking in persons in Nigeria. But so far the scourge has continued, with the destinations becoming more diversified. In 2007 the Nigerian government initiated moves to articulate a National Migration Policy. Over several months, the policy – aimed at addressing several pertinent migration problem areas – was reviewed and revised, culminating in its adoption in early 2015. Like irregular migration, human trafficking and the smuggling of persons has become highly organised and extremely complex.

Many parents and their children still do not recognise trafficking as a problem, and child trafficking is usually perceived as less severe than trafficking in women. Parents or guardians of trafficked children are under the illusion that they are being offered work and lodging, and may be unaware of the severe exploitation to which their offspring are often subjected. The general public is also not sufficiently aware of trafficking in human beings in all its aspects, nor the extent to which organised criminal groups are involved in trafficking in human beings. A blind eye is often turned to the fate of trafficking victims.

Remittances and the Nigerian diaspora

One of the major benefits of migration is the return flow of migrants’ remittances to their home countries. From $10 billion in 1990, remittances by Nigerians abroad jumped to $21 billion in 2016, surging to such an extent that it has surpassed Official Development Assistance and is now second only to oil revenue.

---

Many migrants maintain relationships with their homeland through financial remittances, as well as through social and political remittances. Financial remittances that flow through official routes are not the whole story, as an unknown volume finds its way into the country through informal channels and may be as much as, or larger than, the official total.

Remittances are used to pay for siblings’ education and family health, as well as to refurbish accommodations, and to invest in real estate. Government is currently exploring opportunities for diaspora bond and investment in large-scale low-cost housing. Nigerians in the diaspora have also undertaken regular regular medical missions to the home country to provide free healthcare services, and exchange skills and networks with their colleagues there.

Nigeria is Africa’s largest remittance recipient and is the sixth-ranking remittance recipient country in the world. Partly for this reason, the Nigeria in Diaspora Organisation (NIDO) has been recognised by government as an instrument for transferring skills, knowledge and enterprise. Such is the key role of the diaspora that the government has dedicated July 27 as a “celebrate Nigeria diaspora day” and is in the process of articulating a diaspora policy to harness the potential of the Nigerian diaspora for national development.

Conclusion

Nigeria is a country richly endowed with abundant human and natural resources. It is also a country of a variety of migration configurations, including cross-border movements, migration of contract workers, labour migrants and migration of skilled

professionals. The problems associated with irregular migration and human trafficking seem to overshadow consideration of the emigration of highly skilled professionals and the fact that Nigeria is concurrently a country of immigration, emigration and transit.

In spite of the general lack of current information on both stock and flow of migrants within and outside the country, a few generalisations have been observed. High unemployment among the large youth population has led to emigration, both intraregional and intercontinental. In recent years there has also been a diversification of destinations for migrants eager to explore opportunities in countries with which they have hitherto had very limited historical, cultural, political or even economic links. Among such new destinations countries are Germany, Italy, Spain, Ireland, South Africa, Asia, Australia, and the Gulf States.

The introduction of tougher rules regarding Nigerian entry into and residence in Europe for regular migration, has, since the mid-1990s, inadvertently pushed irregular migration and the use of complex routes through the Maghreb to enter Europe clandestinely.

Nigerian migrants, in particular those going to the UK and the US, have been characterised by the high level of their professional training. However, the majority of irregular migrants are less skilled and are employed in the lower ranks of the economy.

The traditionally male-dominated pattern of migration is increasingly becoming feminised as more and more women migrate independently. A significant proportion of these women are educated migrants who move independently to fulfil their own economic needs.

Migration within Nigeria remains very much a family matter, with non-migrant family members intimately involved in and affected by migration decision-making.

The high and growing level of remittances is a good indication of the social and cultural connections that the people in the diaspora have retained.
And finally, because of the closed-door policy of the North, there is a growing criminalisation of migration. Smuggling people has become a large and lucrative business. Thousands of women and children fall prey to traffickers and are transported for the purposes of exploitation within and outside Nigeria.

To enhance the management of migration within the country, in 2014 and 2015 respectively, government endorsed the National Labour Migration Policy and the National Policy on Migration as legal frameworks for addressing issues relating, among others, to the diaspora and remittances, the migration of skilled professionals, irregular migration and trafficking in persons, female migration, student mobility and so on.

This has also strengthened NAPTIP’s operational capacity to apprehend, prosecute and punish the perpetrators of trafficking, and to rehabilitate their victims into society. However, many officials – police, judges, lawyers – need to be sensitised to, even trained in handling cases of, human trafficking and smuggling in persons. This could help redeem the country’s image, damaged as it has been, by the illegal and extra-legal activities of some of its emigrants. Probably more than other Africans, Nigerians are stigmatised and collectively treated as potential irregular migrants, criminals and traffickers. The journey ahead does not look easy.
Conclusions.
Policy Implications for the EU
Giovanni Carbone and Tiziana Corda

Europeans tend to be concerned about migrants only when they are on their journey towards the borders of the European Union – or have already entered the EU – without much attention given to a key area many of them departed from, namely sub-Saharan Africa. This ISPI Report looked beyond North Africa to investigate some of the conditions that favour sub-Saharan migrants’ decisions to leave their home countries.

The report shows that, in spite of the prevailing media and public opinion representations of a continent virtually ready to pour its population into Europe, the reality of migration from a more Africa-centred perspective is different. It is only a minor fraction of the people of sub-Saharan Africa that decide to leave their country of origin. Their absolute number did increase from 16.3 million in 2000 to 23.9 million in 2015. Yet migrants remained a relatively stable share of the sub-Saharan population, around 2.5% between 2000-2015. This is down from 3.2% back in 1990 and is lower than the 3.3% share of the world’s population that migrants represent at a global level.

What also remains below the radar of Western public opinions is that, in spite of an overall acceleration of Africans’ extra-continental migration and of a growing diversification of their destinations, a large majority of sub-Saharan migrants do not actually leave Africa. Most of them typically travel only short distances – from their place of origin to neighbouring states – and as many as two-thirds settle in other countries in the wider region, whether
close by or further away. Major destinations include places such as Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria, South Africa, Mozambique, Kenya and Ethiopia. For sub-Saharan emigrants, Europe only comes after Africa as a continent of destination.

In a huge region larger than the combined areas of the EU, the US and China, a variety of situations exist. Thousands of Eritreans, for example, continue to flee the harsh political repression and economic difficulties they experience in their country. Yet while conventional wisdom has it that vulnerability to poverty, political violence and adverse climatic events push Africans to leave home in droves and look for better living conditions in Europe’s rich and attractive economies, the exact contrary may often be the case. Migrants are hardly ever the poorest people moving towards the wealthiest places. Africa’s extreme poverty, violent conflicts or deteriorated environmental conditions, which remain comparatively extensive, may actually make mobility harder – particularly for international migration, which generally requires substantial financial and human resources – and thus cause many people to be de facto trapped where they are. As observed in chapter two of this report, in Africa the “populations of the least developed countries are less able to move, and tend to migrate over shorter distances when they do... actually, the countries with a higher level of extra-continental migration correspond to the relatively more ‘developed’ countries, that are located on the coast, that have a higher level of urbanization, a higher GDP per capita, and that are more advanced in the demographic transition”. Notable exceptions include Ethiopia (with significant migration towards the Gulf states), Côte d’Ivoire (with many immigrants, but few emigrants), and South Africa (a peculiar intersection of intra-continental and extra-continental migration).

Sub-Saharan Africa remains the poorest among world regions. Contrary to widespread perceptions in the West, however, the area is far from static. Recent transformations have occurred through political reforms, vast demographic expansion, impressive economic growth (if currently slowed down),
technological progress, and social advances. What do such processes imply for African migration? Africa’s rapidly swelling youth cohorts have high expectations of socio-economic improvement, fuelled all the more by the use of new technologies and social media. A decade-and-a-half of sustained but jobless growth was not enough to meet these expectations. Moreover, the slowdown that hit some key sub-Saharan economies since 2014 made growth trajectories in the region more diversified. The increasing diversity of growth performances and the relatively few jobs that are being created make it difficult to predict whether the net effect of Africa’s development processes will augment migration (particularly in the medium and short term), or contain it (especially in the long term). As African countries’ performances diverge, for example, intra-continental migration patterns will be inevitably affected. Meanwhile, jobless growth may not help many Africans access significant new resources, possibly dampening the impact of “development” on migration. Similarly, the multiparty reforms of the 1990s almost entirely redesigned Africa’s political landscape. But repressive political regimes and violent crises still crucially increase risks and hardship in a number of areas, thus contributing to shaping migration processes. Political factors also intertwine with (economic and) environmental ones, increasing the vulnerability of the sub-Saharan region to climate-change events and influencing human mobility, as the 2017 food crisis in places such as South Sudan and north-eastern Nigeria vividly illustrate.

From this, the following policy recommendations could be drawn for the EU.

• **The EU should promote a grown-up view of contemporary sub-Saharan Africa.** A view that avoids a uniform and static reading of the different realities across Africa. An Afro-pessimistic perception of the continent, which has long been dominant, has been challenged only in the last ten years by an opposite narrative, that of an Africa rising, which yet has been similarly disputed
by the recent economic downturn. Sub-Saharan Africa is both a land of opportunities and one of instability, and such diversity and evolution across the region needs to be acknowledged.

- **The EU should consider the diverse consequences of development policies towards Africa.** Western policy proposals are filled with notions that reversing “development failures” in the continent would reduce Africans’ reasons to leave. An increased availability of economic resources – whether via a country’s growth and socio-economic progress, foreign aid, international trade and investments, education improvements and the like – may expand local opportunities to the benefit of “those who stay”. But, as pointed out in this volume, things may turn out to work the other way round. To the extent that new economic resources lift countries and people out of poverty, migration may become an affordable option for a greater number of individuals.

- **Similarly, rather than focusing solely on the pace of Africa’s economic growth, the EU should pay attention also to its distribution.** In Africa, the impressive growth performances of the first decade and a half of the new millennium did not come with an equally sizable expansion of employment opportunities. To a significant extent, the continent’s growth was largely “jobless” and not inclusive enough for the poor and disadvantaged.

- **The EU should revise some of its restrictive migration policies that have failed to solve the issues they tried to tackle.** Policies aimed at better patrolling the external borders of the EU have actually generated unintended consequences, such as changing the migrants’ choices of destination countries, the routes they follow and the ways they set out to enter Europe (i.e. legally or irregularly), and even their ability and willingness to return home temporarily or for good.
In the second half of 2017, for example, as the central Mediterranean route to the EU via Libya or Tunisia was made increasingly less practicable for migrants, it appeared that the Western Mediterranean route – via Morocco to Spain – was somewhat on the rise, albeit probably as the result of multiple factors. The massive migration of Eritreans towards Europe is also a case in point. Little has been achieved from addressing only the enhancement of border controls without tackling the deeper roots of the phenomenon. In this respect, inducing Asmara and Addis Ababa to fully solve their border dispute and to better respect human rights – notably by reforming Eritrea’s open-ended national service, a system of institutionalised forced labour for the Eritrean military and ruling party – would affect the local political economy and relieve would-be asylum seekers from key pressures to leave.

• **Finally, the EU should recognise that climate-change policies also have a potential for affecting African migration.** They should incorporate the notion that the climate change-migration nexus hinges on the existing social, political and economic conditions in the migrants’ home areas. To avoid the destruction of livelihoods and to contain distress migration, policy should not only reinforce disaster-risk response measures or prepare destination areas, but also, more broadly, invest in rural communities, better secure land rights, ensure the protection of human rights, and address the political and economic roots of armed conflicts. Migration in the context of climate change should not be seen simplistically as problem-generating, but also as a vital strategy of adaptation that needs to be supported through safe and licit migration channels.
### Tab. 1 - Sub-Saharan Countries, Selected Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Socio-economic</th>
<th>Socio-environmental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repression</td>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Level of development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Democracy index</td>
<td>Conflict intensity</td>
<td>GDP growth rate</td>
<td>Human development index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-6.1%</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, DRC</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, ROC</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>0.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>0.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. Guinea</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-3.0%</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>0.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>0.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia, The</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Tomé and P.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-11.4%</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>0.541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>0.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>0.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Definitions and main data sources

**Repression**: the Democracy Status of the Transformation Index BTI 2016 quantifies on a 1-10 scale how close a country is to democracy. It is a measure of stateness, political participation, rule of law, stability of democratic institutions, political and social integration.

**Conflict**: the conflict intensity indicator (from 1 to a maximum of 10) is from the Transformation Index BTI 2016.

**Economic growth**: average GDP growth rate (2012-2016), determined using Compound Annual Growth Rate data from the *World Economic Outlook 2017* of the International Monetary Fund.

**Underdevelopment**: the Human Development Index (HDI) is a “summary measure of average achievement in key dimensions of human development: a long and healthy life, being knowledgeable and have a decent standard of living”. The index ranges from 0, the lowest score, to 1, the highest. Data from the *Human Development Report 2016*.

**Poverty**: Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI: low 0 - 1 high) from the *Human Development Report 2016*.

**Unemployment**: the total unemployment rate, as the percentage of the labour force population older than 15 who is “not in paid employment or self-employed but is available for work and has taken steps to seek paid employment or self-employment”. Data from the *Human Development Report 2016*, obtained from the ILOSTAT database.

**Climate change**: natural resource depletion (% Gross National Income) is the “monetary expression of energy, mineral and forest depletion, expressed as a percentage of gross national income (GNI)”. Data from *Environmental sustainability of Human Development Report 2016*, obtained from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database.

**Demographic growth**: average annual rate of population growth (%) for the period 2010 to 2015. Data from Population trends in *Human Development Report 2016*.

**Urbanization**: the urban growth rate measures the average annual rate of growth (%) of the urban population for the period 2010 to 2015. Data from *UN World Urbanization Prospects: The 2014 Revision*.

* Data collected by Tiziana Corda.
### Tab. 2 - African Migration Flows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Outgoing</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Net migration rate</th>
<th>Stock of immigrants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incoming</strong></td>
<td><strong>2015</strong></td>
<td><strong>2015</strong></td>
<td><strong>avg. 2010-2015</strong></td>
<td><strong>2015</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top 3 countries</td>
<td>per 1,000 people</td>
<td>% of population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106,845</td>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>555,403</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>avg. 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congo ROC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>245,399</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>615,852</td>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>avg. 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>160,644</td>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58,346</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>avg. 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>704,676</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,453,378</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>avg. 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>286,810</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>284,187</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>avg. 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>381,984</td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>328,604</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>avg. 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td>Guinea Bissau</td>
<td>Sao Tomé and P</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14,924</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>165,732</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>avg. 2010-2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Major Cities</td>
<td>Joining Country</td>
<td>Second Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>81,598</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>440,745</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>516,968</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>208,137</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>12,555</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>116,516</td>
<td>Mayotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reunion</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>France Madagascar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, DRC</td>
<td>545,694</td>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>1,403,757</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, ROC</td>
<td>392,966</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>220,501</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>2,175,399</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>850,105</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>112,351</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>15,927</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equat. Guinea</td>
<td>10,825</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>81,029</td>
<td>Gabon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sao Tomé and P</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>15,941</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>499,916</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>Distance (km)</td>
<td>Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>1,072,949</td>
<td>Somalia, South Sudan, Eritrea</td>
<td>753,492</td>
<td>United States, Saudi Arabia, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>268,384</td>
<td>Equatorial Guinea, Mali, Benin</td>
<td>63,209</td>
<td>Mali, France, Congo ROC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia, The</td>
<td>192,540</td>
<td>Senegal, Guinea, Guinea Bissau</td>
<td>89,639</td>
<td>United States, Spain, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>399,471</td>
<td>Togo, Nigeria, Burkina Faso</td>
<td>801,710</td>
<td>Nigeria, United States, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>228,413</td>
<td>Mali, Liberia, Senegal</td>
<td>426,941</td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone, Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>22,333</td>
<td>Senegal, Guinea, Gambia</td>
<td>101,828</td>
<td>Senegal, Portugal, Gambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>1,084,357</td>
<td>Somalia, Uganda, South Sudan</td>
<td>455,889</td>
<td>United Kingdom, United States, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>6,572</td>
<td>South Africa, India, Pakistan</td>
<td>363,763</td>
<td>South Africa, Mozambique, Botswana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>113,779</td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea, Sierra Leone</td>
<td>276,630</td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire, United States, Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Top 3 Exporters</td>
<td>Top 3 Importers</td>
<td>Export Shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>32,075</td>
<td>Comoros, France, China</td>
<td>Reunion, Comoros, China</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>215,158</td>
<td>Mozambique, Zambia, Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Zimbabwe, Mozambique, South Africa</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>363,145</td>
<td>Gabon, Congo ROC, Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria, Niger</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>138,162</td>
<td>Mali, Senegal, Guinea</td>
<td>Senegal, France, Mali</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>28,585</td>
<td>India, Bangladesh, China</td>
<td>United Kingdom, France, Australia</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>222,928</td>
<td>Malawi, Zimbabwe, South Africa</td>
<td>South Africa, Zimbabwe, Portugal</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>93,888</td>
<td>Angola, Zimbabwe, South Africa</td>
<td>South Africa, United Kingdom, Botswana</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>189,255</td>
<td>Mali, Nigeria, Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Nigeria, Benin, Togo</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1,199,115</td>
<td>Benin, Ghana, Mali</td>
<td>United States, United Kingdom, Cameroon</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Neighbors</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>441,525</td>
<td>Congo DRC, Uganda, Burundi</td>
<td>315,866</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Tomé and P.</td>
<td>2,394</td>
<td>Cape Verde, Angola, Gabon</td>
<td>35,833</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>263,242</td>
<td>Mauritania, Guinea, Mali</td>
<td>586,870</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>12,791</td>
<td>India, Madagascar, Philippines</td>
<td>11,772</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>91,213</td>
<td>Guinea, Liberia, Gambia</td>
<td>145,003</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>25,291</td>
<td>Ethiopia, Eritrea, Afghanistan</td>
<td>1,998,764</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>3,142,511</td>
<td>Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Lesotho</td>
<td>841,120</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>824,122</td>
<td>Sudan, Uganda, Congo DRC</td>
<td>634,613</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>503,477</td>
<td>Eritrea, South Sudan, Chad</td>
<td>1,890,861</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Adjacent Countries</td>
<td>New Value</td>
<td>Adjacent Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>31,579</td>
<td>South Africa, Mozambique, United States</td>
<td>95,671</td>
<td>South Africa, United Kingdom, Botswana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>261,222</td>
<td>Burundi, Congo DRC, Kenya</td>
<td>294,531</td>
<td>United States, Rwanda, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>276,844</td>
<td>Benin, Niger, Ghana</td>
<td>446,982</td>
<td>Nigeria, Ghana, Côte d'Ivoire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>749,471</td>
<td>Congo DRC, Sudan, Rwanda</td>
<td>736,017</td>
<td>Kenya, South Sudan, Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>127,915</td>
<td>Zimbabwe, Angola, Congo DRC</td>
<td>238,121</td>
<td>South Africa, Malawi, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>398,866</td>
<td>Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia</td>
<td>856,345</td>
<td>South Africa, United Kingdom, United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Definitions and main data sources

**Incoming migration flows**: quota and top 3 countries of origin. Data from *UNDESA, Origins and Destinations of the World’s Migrants, from 1990-2015*.

**Outgoing migration flows**: quota and top 3 countries of destination. Data from *UNDESA, Origins and Destinations of the World’s Migrants, from 1990-2015*.

**Net migration rate**: the total number of immigrants minus the total number of emigrants, expressed per 1,000 inhabitants. The 5-year average refers to the years 2010 to 2015. Data from the *Human Development Report 2016*, taken from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database.

**Stock of immigrants**: the ratio of the stock of a country’s immigrants (foreign people without citizenship), expressed as a percentage of the country’s population. Data from the *Human Development Report 2016*, taken from *UNDESA, Origins and Destinations of the World’s Migrants, from 1990-2015*. 
### Tab. 3 - African Forced Displacements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Incoming refugees</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Outgoing refugees</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>IDPs</th>
<th>Total population of concern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>15,555</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>8,404</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45,693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>2,093</td>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td></td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>32,552</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>2,357</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32,676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>57,469</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>408,085</td>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>141,221</td>
<td>208,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>348,672</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>10,374</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>198,889</td>
<td>595,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Cities</td>
<td>Population 1</td>
<td>Cities</td>
<td>Population 2</td>
<td>Countries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>12,115</td>
<td>490,892</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>411,785</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>391,251</td>
<td>14,193</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>124,342</td>
<td>Sudan, Cameroon, Chad, Sudan, Cameroon, Chad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td></td>
<td>576</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, DRC</td>
<td>451,956</td>
<td>537,265</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>2,232,900</td>
<td>Congo, Cameroon, South Africa, France, Burundi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo, ROC</td>
<td>46,457</td>
<td>13,302</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>15,303</td>
<td>Congo, Cameroon, Chad, Sudan, Cameroon, Chad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>1,399</td>
<td>46,813</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire, Liberia, Ghana, Spain, France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>17,683</td>
<td>1,440</td>
<td>Canada, Belgium, United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Djibouti, Somalia, Yemen, Ethiopia, Canada, Belgium, United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equat. Guinea</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>451,099</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>7,534</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>451,099</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>7,534</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>18,990</td>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>6,566</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>9,392</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>17,512</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>156,428</td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>36,690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>48,148</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>36,266</td>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Sahara</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Region 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>4,671</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>15,128</td>
<td>38,534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>1,757</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>1,366</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>166,093</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1,235</td>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>121,391</td>
<td>302,227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1,367</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>202,564</td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>2,219,272</td>
<td>2,911,012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>156,065</td>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td>286,073</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Congo ROC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Tomé and P.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>14,584</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>23,061</td>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>4,679</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Origin 1</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Origin 2</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Origin 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>11,574</td>
<td>Yemen, Ethiopia,</td>
<td>1,012,323</td>
<td>Kenya, Yemen,</td>
<td>1,562,554</td>
<td>Ethiopia, Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>91,043</td>
<td>Somalia, Congo DRC</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>United Kingdom,</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>309,342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada, Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>262,560</td>
<td>Sudan, Congo DRC,</td>
<td>1,436,651</td>
<td>Uganda, Ethiopia,</td>
<td>1,853,924</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>421,466</td>
<td>South Sudan,</td>
<td>646,036</td>
<td>Chad, South Sudan,</td>
<td>2,225,557</td>
<td>2,704,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eritrea, Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>Congo DRC, Burundi</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>Canada, United Kingdom,</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>281,498</td>
<td>Burundi, Congo DRC</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>Canada, United States,</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>458,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td></td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>12,491</td>
<td>Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire,</td>
<td>8,310</td>
<td>Ghana, Germany,</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Other Countries</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Other Countries</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Other Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>940,835</td>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>6,233</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1,162,715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td></td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>29,350</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>57,209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>7,426</td>
<td>Congo DRC</td>
<td>18,156</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>10,064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Definitions and main data sources

**Incoming refugees**: quota and top 3 countries of origin. Data from *UNHCR Global trends 2016 – Annex.*

**Outgoing refugees**: number of people who have fled their country of origin due to fear of persecution (as indicated by the 1951 Convention related to the status of refugees) and top 3 countries of destination. Data from *UNHCR Global trends 2016 – Annex.*

**IDPs**: number of internally displaced people, per thousand. Data from *UNHCR Global trends 2016 – Annex.*

**Total population of concern**: sum of refugees, people in refugee-like situations, asylum-seekers, IDPSs and other individuals to whom UNHCR extends its assistance services. Data from *UNHCR Global trends 2016 – Annex.*
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